
rtryfie one tliing tliat lias /(fpt me from being over{y depressed and resignee£ 
tlie one tliing tliat seems to me liopefu{ in tliese apoca{yptic visions from tlie 

unconscious, is a simu{taneous and increasing appearance of animafs: 
anima{s coming; animafs watching, animafs speaking, animafs 

wanting to {ead us; animafs undellJoing a{{ manner of transformation. 
'Io reconnect to tlie anima[ we must become aware of tlie animafs in the 

psyche, the anima{ psyche; the anima{ in things; the anima{ in art; in words; 
in poems, in dreams, the anima{ that fies between us and the other." 
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ROSEMARY WAITS 
DREAM COUNSELOR 

Available for one-on-one counseling, 
mail-in dream analysis, telephone 

consultations, lectures and work8hops. 

Contact: 2126 Oak Drive, 
St. Louis, MO 63131 Ph: 314.432.7909 

BATIKS b y ANNE URBAN EK 
498 Andrea Court 
Moab, UT 84532 

801.259.7654 

your 'Big Dreams', those gifted for the 

SPRING '93 larger human & Earth community for a 

A booklet providing 

Resources for 
developing 

Dreamsharing 
Relationships or 
Dream Groups 

This booklet contains the Best 
from Dream Network's archives on 
ethics, how-tos and insights into 

dreamsharing with others. 

Reserve your copy now! 
Limited Edition 

$5 each + $1 P&H 
to 

Dream Network 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Ste 22 

Moab, UT 84532 

~------------~ 
GROUP DREAM WORK BY MAIL 

Dreamnet Information: $1 
Heartspace, 432 Elizabeth St. #B 

Sa~ Lake City, UT 841 02. 

THE DREAM DIARY 
by Vaughn Bean 

A comprehensive guide for 
understanding, developing and 

documenting your personal dream 
state. Discover the purpose of your 

dreams, explore ways to induce lucid 
dreaming, learn techniques to 

remember dreams and discover the 
concept of selective dreaming. Both 

informative and entertaining! 
Order now: $$18.95 

Holographic Books, P 0. Box 1 01862 
Fort Worth, TX 76185 

Sage Woman is a quarterly journal of 

women's spiritual writing and artwork. 

We are dedicated to helping women 

explore the spiritual energy within. 

Sample $6, $18/year. 

PO. Box 641 Point Arena, CA 95468 

monograph: Dreaming Humanffv's Path. 
'Mlat piece of the puzzle do you hold? 

1337 Powerhouse Lane #22. Moab, UT 84532 

Joanne Hobbs is seeking dreams of 
insects, reptiles, birds and companion 

animals .. . and unusual waking 
experiences with other species for her 

book on the interspecies bond; 
single dream images or fragments 

important also. She will personally reply 
to all who respond . Anonymity in book 
guaranteed. Write: 1724 Alberta Ave., 

San Jose, CA 95125 

Richard Ross is researching dreams 
and altered states of consciousness on 
extra-terrestrial abduction experiences 
and other dreams of related phenom

ena. Write: 5800 Sedgefield Dr., 
Austin, TX 78746 

Kelly Bulkley is researching dreams that 
are related to the 1992 Presidential election. 

5401 East View Park, Chicago, IL 60615 

COLLECTING DREAMS about loved ones 
who have died for upcoming anthology. 
Anonymity assured if requested . Send 

dream reports or requests for information to 
: Keelin 1803 SW Cable St. Portland, OR 97201 

Joe Mason is researching the relation-
ship among dreams, mythology and 

crop cricle patterns. Are dreams a key 
in unraveling the mystery? Write: 456 

Olson Court, Oakdale, CA 95361 
Phone: 209.847.6602 

I would like to correspond with anyone 
doing conscious explorations of the 

dreamscape and/or hypnagogic states 
related to the Tibetan method of lucid 
dreaming. Can we exchange inform

ation, do some "mapping," tradet~chni
ques, etc.? Write to Jan Janzen, Box 
437, Totino, B.C., Canada VOR 2ZO 

Karen Surman Paley is seeking 
dreams of multiple personalities for her 
book on healing from childhood sexual 

abuse through dreams. Anonymity 
guaranteed. Write 60 Central St. , 

Topsfield, MA 01983 

Researcher seeks White people's 
dreams about Black people and Black 
people's dreams about White people. 

Michael 0. Hill 716 King 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
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'Etfitoriaf: 

The New Year moves inwith a mixture of joy 
(f.."rlowing we are entering a new and more hopeful era), 
caution (realizing we remain at a perilous threshold) 
and a recognition that we had best be preparing our
selves- and helping prepare others-for some radical 
shifts in our perceptions of reality. Joyfully, cautiously 
and always preparing, I wish each and every one of 
you a healing, productive and prosperous New Year I 
Era and with many of you, share deep and quiet relief 
insofar as the outcome of the current elections. 

Over the years, the creatures who have visited my 
dreams are many; they are, in fact, among the most 
significant and readily recalled in my experience. 
Those dreams keep surfacing . . . and have even more 
so since we began discussing Animals in Dreams. I'd 
like to share glimpses into several of them with you. 

About ten years ago, in the midst of massive stress 
and physical disease in both my personal and profess
ional life, I was visited by a virtual zoo full of animals. 
In that dream, a hippo first got my full attention, 
followed by zebras, elephants and other large animals 
who were wandering about uncaged in my dream
scape; finally, a black panther came in chasing a lion. In 
the midst of their chase, the panther caught sight of me, 
lost interest in the lion, got me down on the ground 
with my (literally diseased) right foot in its mouth and 
psychically told me to "Hold Still". You can be certain 
that I promptly agreed to do so! The next day, I called 
my work to report that I would be taking a week off. 
Within 24 hours of having the dream, a physical 
condition (about which I had seen several doctors and 
for which I had spent over two hundred dollars on 
RX's) was completely healed. I remember well that I 
had attended, in quite unsightly condition, a lecture by 
Joseph Campbell the day before having that dream and 
to this day believe that JC helped shake loose that 
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particular dream from my psyche. Once, when I was in 
dilemma about where to be, a dream had me walking 
up a path made of red sandstone, while on my left was 
the landscape of the Pacific Northwest. To my right, I 
saw a large snakeskin, bent to pick it up and upon 
raising it to eye level, the snakeskin filled with life and 
terrified me. I threw it to my left and simultaneously 
felt another large snake winding up and around my 
right leg, entering my body, continuing to coil up my 
spine until it exited through the top of my skull. I felt 
incredibly energized and deeply empowered for some 
time afterward . . . and I have been in the Southwest 
and Northwest ever since. On the morning of a current 
birthday I was gifted with three dream images, the 
third of which was a Tiger, approaching me, calmly, 
non-threateningly. There are so many others ... but let 
this brief sharing serve to affirm Animals are alive and 
well in me and I'm into Animals, in dreams and in 
waking life and here and now formally / firmly take a 
stand in their behalf. 

As has Charles (Chick) Lynn Bragg, our inter
nationally acclaimed featured artist. Always, I have 
wished for the capability to print many colors inside 
and outside this Journal. .. but never so pantingly as 
with the art he so generously contributes. Even in two 
color / black and white, the voice-and place-he gives 
to the creatures is thought-provoking and humorous: 
bitter-sweet. He has developed a company called 
Raging Arts Unlimited and his work takes the shape of 
clothing, gift cards, posters, puzzles, ad infinitum. 
Address, phone .. are provided on page 19. 

The articles that came pouring in to fill this-and 
future- issues, confirmed our readiness to begin an in
depth exploration of the many non-human life forms 
that visit our dreams and mythologies. To those of you 
whose submissions do not appear in this issue: 
gratitude and patience, please! They must be shared. 

I would like to thank our Co-Editor for this issue, 
Tima Priess, whose contributions speak for themselves 
. . . and for Wolf, her special animal ally in the dream 
world (pgs. 8 and 12), and to Meredith Sabini, (Just 
Over the City Limits: From Extinct to Instinct) who by 
sharing three of her own dreams, also illuminates some 
of the key, primal, instinctual reasons for the appear
ance of animals in our dreams. Jeffery Lewis, a new 
contributing editor to DN, does unusual and courag
eous explorations into the (way) deep strata of psyche. 
His first article to be published here, wke of Grief: A Differ
ent Kind of Beast, deserves reading again and again. For us, 
he touches into territory where ... only angels dare to tread. 

Continuing to dance around the timely yet critical 
question of certification, I urge you to contemplate the 
truth and paradox presented by two thoughtful and 
experienced women in our Response column (pgs. 6 /7) 
and to enjoy the spinning of perspectives into a 
marvelous web of ideas, given voice by Will Phillips 
and Anne Sayre Wiseman (pgs. 25-28). 



With this issue, 
Kelly Bulkley intro
duces a new column: 
Dreaming Life; Waking 
Life, a shift from his 
long appreciated con
tributions as book re
view editor. He begins 
with the important 
topic of Dreams and 
Child Development (pg. 
23) and I would like to 
acknowledge our good 
fortune in having 
Kelly's unique combi
nation of personal ex
perience I commitment 
and scholarly know
ledge of dreams. Soon 
to be occupying his 
space as book review 
editor is Ingrid Melissa Luke, a reader 
ofDN since its inception, a long time 
student of dreams, a prolific reader 
on the topic .. . and an extraordinary 
wife, mother, dreamer. Welcome, 
Ingrid! And a warm Welcome! also to 
William Phillips and Graywoll / Fred 
Swinney to our Council of Advisors, 
two individuals whom, within their 
domains, are contributing greatly to 
cultural acceptance for the value of 
dreams. 

This issue dances with the life 
each of you has given it and the 
Creator as my witness, you are 
deeply appreciated! To each of you 
who read these words, realize that 
it is you, willing to share your 
experience via words, imagery and 
poetry, who are helping to prepare 
our culture for the aforementioned 
shifts in perception of reality . .. for 
the next steps in cultural evolution 
and maturity. Your thoughts, 
dreams and related insights / exper
iences are invited and welcomed. 

Remember the Tiger in my 
birthday gift dream? What that 
meant to me was this: I have always 
referred to keeping the bills paid 
and / or concern about financial 
stability as the tiger nipping at my 
tail. Not long prior to having this 
dream, I had let go of a twenty year 
career in human and community 
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services to pursue the meaning of 
dreams in my life and our culture; I 
risked nearly everything to do it .. . 
and subsequently to edit and 
publish this journal. 

Since the tiger was calmly 
approaching in the dream, I have 
relied upon that image to help hold 
my fears in abeyance ... and have 
continued to take risks. There is a 
photo of a tiger at my bedside, to 
remind. A good portion of my time 
and energy over the past three+ 
years has been devoted to raising 
cultural awareness for the value of 
dreams via this publication ... al
ways believing in this work, albeit 
in the midst of uninformed and / or 
fearful culture. Much of the time it's 
felt somewhat like being the female 
counterpart of David Sparenberg' s 
Disman (pg. 9). 

Help keep that tiger approach
ing, folks ... not at the backside! 
Your renewals, new or gift sub
scriptions, encouraging your 
libraries to subscribe ... support 
via out-front, down-right donations 
. .. are openly solicited.\) 

Roberta Ossana, Editor 

From Our Co-Editor 

Some time ago, I wrote a poem 
called Earth Breathing. It contained 
the line, "Dream speak, say wolf 
eyes waiting". I didn' t know what 
it meant at the time but it sounded 
right so I kept it in. Six years later, 
Wolf began to appear in my dreams 
as a teacher and guide. Now I'm 
beginning to understand what that 
dream meant. In this time of earth 
changes and human destruction of 
the planet, the animals wait in the 
dream time to speak through us, to 
give voice to the soul of the world. 

I was very excited when I was 
asked to co-edit this issue on animal 
dreams. I saw it as an opportunity 
to give voice .. . and to listen to 
what our fellow creatures are say
ing to us. As a counselor, a writer 
and a dreamer, communication is of 
primary importance to me. To 
commune is to converse intimately. 
To communicate is to exchange or 
share thoughts, feelings, or ideas. 
Analyzing dreams is only one part 
of the process. To truly commun
icate with our dream images, be 
they wolves or beds, eagles or 
trains, means not only to make 
sense of our dreams but to under
stand what sense they make to us. 
From my point of view, dream 

figures act on us as we may choose 
to act on our dreams. When I look 
at a dream animal, I first try to 
understand it from my human 
experience with that animal. But 
when I listen to that animal, I try to 
understand it from its point of 
view, its Cat-ness, its Whale-ness, 
its Wolf-ness, its non-Humaness. 
To respect that animals have their 
own wisdom, their own knowing
ness, their own sense ... is to 
respect their right to be. As hu
mans, learning to honor the right of 
all beings to exist is crucial to the 
survival of us all. 

Developing right relationship to 
the planet we inhabit together is to 
open the lines of communication
all of them. In the dream time, we 
have that opportunity. p 

Tima Priess 
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~ponses 

Dreamwork is a Gift of the Spirit 

I am only recently aware of your publication and 
am a delighted subscriber. I love the articles by people 
unknown in the workshop circuit. People who have 
gained strength from their experience, not from their 
"following." I have used your articles on dreamwork 
with children and dreamwork in the educational 
system to good advantage in promoting some of the 
volunteer work I am doing in my children's school. 

Regarding Dream worker certification, I agree 
with the experience of Ingrid Luke in correlating 
dream workers with fine artists. In the ancient 
traditions, dream workers or shamans were called into 
their vocation, not certified. Certification implies that 
an outer authority has the power to decide another's 
destiny. This is like the old paradigm: "God-out-there 
is mighty and terrible but He is the only one who can 
sanctify me" mindset. One-up-man-ship is an abbre
viation of the same war game. Extrapo!<1ted tothe 
whole of society, I can see the same pattern in domi
nation of all sorts (manager-worker, teacher-student, 
doctor-patient, priest-congregation). I see it as the 
operative archetype in wife abuse, in intellectual 
debate and war of any kind. This is where accreditation 
systems come from. Do we want it? I don't. 

In my opinion, all "either-or/right-wrong, grad
uated / not yet graduated" dichotomies are there to 
glorify the ones (usually men) who are already in so
called power. How arrogant to get to decide whether 
another person's kind of dreamwork is worthy of 
your name! 

So I'm not surprised that some have their own way 
of wanting accreditation; if they get it, they will still get 
to decide for others. Accreditation systems will betray 
their student's inner authority. They make a lie out of 
the purpose of dreamwork which is to connect to the 
inner source of Life from whence comes work and love. 
People who "run" accreditation systems of any kind 
get to keep their power, their following, their name. 
It's a form of immortality, a form of Icarus-Babel 
arrogance. Jung himself would be appalled, I'm sure, 
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at all these little people who call themselves his stud
ents, who purportedly are studying individuation
learning to stand in their own creativity-yet call 
themselves Sons and Daughters of Jung or Jungians. 

Ingrid Luke knows where it's at! Dreamwork is a 
gift of the Spirit, a vocation which God calls me in to. 
In the new paradigm, one learns to obey the inner 
authority without the patriarchal blessing. I thought 
that all the great teachers knew this. I know how pain
ful it is to do what I believe I am being asked to do 
without apparent external approval. It is no small task. 
Building an empire, I'm sure, requires less effort and 
psychic travail. 

So have courage, dreamers and dreamworkers, the 
next step is to do it because it feels right, not because 
anyone gave us permission. And that doesn't just 
apply to dreamwork either. 

Fear of the feminine is what keeps people from 
adopting this so-called "new" way. Fear of the fem 
inine, of snakes, of death, of healing, of what has been 
called satanic, of invisibility, of life, of love, of fire, of 
eroticism, of spirit. Yin / Yang. We need balance. 

Inner authority was the way for the mystics and 
prophets of the Judea-Christian scriptures, many of 
whom were dreamworkers, many of whom were 
'counter-culture' and died at the hand of their society's 
biases. Jesus Christ was a good man, a man who knew 
he was the Son of God, not through graduation, or 
through mentorship, nor through accreditation by any 
institution. He paid for his inner authority by the fire 
of his death, rising from the ashes as Spirit (or in psych
ology as an archetype) for the individuated, the whole 
person. Hitler was a not-so-good man who also claim
ed that he spoke to God and got his direction from the 
Almighty. The difference between the two is that Hitler 
built himself a fan-club, an empire based on his man
made rules, whereas the historical Jesus worked in 
relative anonymity. 

Suzanne Nadon, Ontario, Canada 

Help Stop the Slaughter of Wolves in AK 

The Alaska Game Board recently voted to reinsti
tute the slaughter of 80% of the wolf population in 
three management areas, using as their rationale are
duction in the number of caribou and moose that are 
hunted and killed by wolves. This, despite considerable 
research which has clearly disputed claims that wolves 
are the natural predators of these animals. 

There are few in Alaska who oppose this madness. 
Our only hope is to raise awareness and outrage in the 
Lower 49. Please help us! Tell everyone what is hap
pening. In order for our voices to be heard and effect
ive, we must ACT NOW! A nationwide boycott of the 
Alaska tourist industry is currently underway. Please 
contact Tima Priess, PO Box 213, Ester, AK or Phone 
(907) 479-6553 for further information. 



More Thoughts on Dream Education 

I'd like to begin by complimenting the editor on her 
outstanding job of developing and creating each issue 
of the Dream Network. It is always a joy to receive each 
new ON and I appreciate the 'Response' format we 
have available for sharing what various dreamers and 
dreamworkers are doing around the country. 

To this end, I would like to share my perspectives 
about the question of Dream Education originally pro
posed by Jeremy Taylor. On the one hand, I agree with 
many of the comments that have been made that 
dreamwork is not of the ordinary and therefore can't 
appropriately be regulated, as are other forms of ther
apy. We must honor each dreamer's path for under
standing their dreams and how their experiences can 
lead others to greater comprehension of their own 
dreams. However, I am very wary that this burgeoning 
field could fall prey to charlatans who would take 
advantage of innocent dreamers and lead them astray 
from any form of helpful understanding of dreams. 

Last year I was privileged to be a guest on a nation
al talk show which focused on understanding dreams. 
The main "dream expert" was an embarrassment to all 
professional dream workers. At one point, a member of 
the audience accused her of being "like a fortune teller" 
with no real basis for her analysis of this person's 
dream. The dreamworker would state her analysis in 
terms of "this means that" and "this symbol always 
represents this." She did not take into account any indi
vidual experiences or associations. This "expert" could 
not even explain the differences between Freud's and 
Jung's approach to dreams. I was appalled that she 
should be representing professional dreamworkers to 
the general public. 

Recently, I had the experience of being contacted 
by a potential "900" dream phone line. In the course of 
exploring this possibility, it became very evident that 
those responsible for the 900 line were not interested in 
any level of expertise on the part of the" dream con
sultants" who would be answering the phone queries 
but only in their bottom line profit. In addition, these 
people would not consider payment to the" dream 
consultants" for their skill but only offered a very low 
level of compensation and no guarantee for the time 
committed by the consultant. I could not in clear con
science participate in such a project, where the level of 
experience and expertise was not a primary focus and 
where remuneration was unfair. 

From these experiences, I would recommend some 
sort of regulation or certification in order to protect the 
general public from "fortune teller" dream workers or 
scam operations just seeking a profit. I'm not sure I 
have a clear understanding of what the solution for this 
might be but I am certain that this dialogue among 
dreamers and dreamworkers needs to continue. In no 
way do I want to belittle the work of those who aren't 

specifically "trained or certified" but who are doing 
valuable work with others in groups and one-on-one. 

I have worked hard, studied and trained for a long 
time in order to become an expert in my field. I have 
sought out dream specialists to train with and specific 
psychology programs that have dream experts on their 
faculty, in order to further my training and under
standing of dreamwork. Striving hard to make dream
work be accepted as a "legitimate" form of therapy and 
in my opinion the most vital type of personal therapy 
available. I would like to see this field protected in 
some way. I understand that intuition and psychic 
knowing, which are vital ways of working with 
dreams, are areas that cannot be easily regulated or 
offered for training but I believe we have a respons
ibility to maintain some sense of professional and 
ethical standards. I don't want dreamwork to fall prey 
to the same problems as those within the field of 
psychics and healers. 

Rosemary Watts, St. Louis, MO 

Thanks for Giving Voice to Dreamers 

This morning my dream voice said: 
"Thanks for giving us a chance to speak." 

I felt it was talking about the whole Autumn issue 
of ON. It's hard to express all the feelings that went 
through me as I read and re-read the Journal and 
thought about it. My two-plus year journey has been 
filled with doubt and frustration. I had to fight the self 
doubts, the validity of what I was seeing, the fear of my 
own ego and self aggrandizement. I questioned my 
own sanity. I had to battle against the conventional 
wisdom that dreams / inspirations were simply our 
own psychology, or that God quit communicating with 
people 2,000 years ago. I had to have the sheer gall to 
believe that I could be receiving a kind of revelation. 
Yes! Me, Joe the electrician, your average work man. I 
hope I am to be an example to others. We can all grasp 
our share of the tree of life. We just have to believe it! 

Thanks once again for giving voice to our dreams 
and having the guts to go with a controversial theory. I 
commend you and your staff for putting together a 
powerful dream-art message ... and can't wait to see 
the responses. Joe Mason, Oakdale, CA 
(Editor 's note: See Joe's article, Autumn, Vol. 11 No. 4.) 

Re-Joining the Network 
I regret that I have allowed some of the everyday 

pressures and responsibilities pull me away from the 
readership after my first subscription expired. Now 
that I have recently married and changed my field of 
study from psychology to law enforcement, I wish to 
re-join the fascinating explorations of DNJ. In the inter
urn, I have kept a close relationship with my dreams 
and have continued to gain wisdom and strength from 
them. For that, I wish to thank DNJ! 

Christopher M. Hicks, Toledo, OH 
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In ~ponse to tlie Ques · : 

(Author 's Preface: Before I went to a rally to protest the aerial hunting of wolves, I took a nap and asked for a wolf dream to 
inspire me. I woke less than an hour later, disoriented and not sure if I was inside or outside my cabin. Still foggy, I looked 
out my loft window and saw a cow moose and her calf in the snow. It was not until I was half-way down the road to the rally 
that I realized I had not asked for a dream about wolves, but a wolf dream. And what would wolves dream about, but moose.) 

Of what does Wolf dream? 

Of the scent of moose carried by wind 
Of moons white in winter skies 
Of the rustle of grass frozen by January snow 
Of the silent crunch of northern snows? 

Of the pattern of light on aspen leaves 
Of woods alive with bird-song 
Of windswept tundra hillocks 
Of rivers where silver salmon spawn and die? 

Of sun-warm afternoons of summer 
Of blizzard-raging nights of winter 
Of red-electric mornings of autumn 
Of lust-heavy evenings of spring? 

Does wolf dream us as nightmares? 

Wolf Dreams 

In dens thick with the warmth of musk-strong fur 
Does wolf speak of us as evil, as the enemy? 

Is the story passed down from wolf to wolf 
That humans are to be feared, 
That they have stepped outside of the circle of life, 
That they take without respect, 

without knowledge, without love? 

When wolves sing on the wind 
Do they sing of us with rage in their throats 
Do they sing of us with sadness in their hearts 
Do they sing of us with terror in their bellies? 

Do they sing of a time when they will leave us 
To our death and to our killing 
When finally their voices will be stilled in our ears 
And in spirit form they will watch us destroy what is left? 

Do the elder ones teach their young that the end of the wolf 
Is the end of the dream? 

by Tzma Priess 
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Wliat is tlie purpose & message of tlie appearance of Jtnimafs in your areams? 
:Have you fiac{ areams in wliicli Jtnimafs were giving voice 

to tlieir own or otlier species, to tlie T-artli? 
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animal that is me 

needs more dimension 
than civilization 

unfree 
in the mass confusion 

lion of the arid uplands 
redhawk 

over brindled woodlands 
wingpaint 

and the mythic 
pawprints 
not meant 

to be bat or mole 

mine if the beast 
tensing 

in the twilight 
silent 

as the breath behind you 
powerful 

like rolling thunder 
birthright 
of a native 

singer 
long flight 
of a spirit 

drum 

ffiine is the dream 
that haunts wild mountains 

mine is the dancelife 
of winds and shadows 

silent 
as the breath behind you 

powerful 
like the voice 

of thunder 

David Sparenberg 
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by David Sparenberg 

D isman was hurting in his bones for change. Why? Because his 

eyes them quick, his ears sharp like dragon whiskers and there flow 

golden sunlight through his lips- thunderdrum and breath-soul dancing. 

All the people come together then and them say, "Disman not like us. 

Him think him better, good. Let us teach him life hard." 
But Disman have dream in spirit. Him throw off all them things, like 

wood and like stones, envious people put on him. Disman run away, out 

into the desert. 
There it dry. There it calm. In daytime, hot, with red and purple rocks. 

In nighttime, cool, with cloudless, silver moon. 
Disman he start singing them: "I am phoenix, circling the ancient 

sand. I am cactus, storing bright water. I am a painter of truthful secrets. I 

am wild stallion, in the windchant on the mesa, in the sudden awe of 

summer." 
Then, by and by, Disman come to a lizard skin. Nobody there. So 

Disman pick it up and put that skin on and quick, him a lizard-man. Fast 

he run, low he shuffle over earth, him shadow on him belly. And he cool 

in his heart and he free in his spirit. And all them powers of the paintings, 

that be on the skins, that be in the old time bones, come down like 
lightning and fill Disman with mysteries. Now him think him wise-his 

eyelids dreaming in this dreamtime. 
But them people, who hug unhappiness, feel thorns about him, and 

them go out hunting. Faces them have now, with hatred. For death is on 

them like masks of vapor. Voices them have now, like zombies howling. 
But Disman not scared. The dream time, it inside him; a vision him 

keep shaping. So on this flat rock, with purple shadow, in good sunshine, 

lizardman starts dancing. He dances dance of deep-down living and it be 

called, "Where my feet land, beauty is spreading." 
And them people, they stand all beside each other-and them 

amazed. Them deep with silence, till the malice come back on them and 

them throw them weapons. 
Many times, lizardman be pierced. Many times, him bruised and 

broken. So he be sacrificed, that these people some wonderment 
remember. But on this flat rock, with purple shadow, in good sunshine, 

them find only broken arrows, them find empty lizard hide. 
For Disman, him quick. He go like blue smoke trail in desert, on sand 

of powdered lightning. He cool. He free. He deep inside this dreamtime, 

good. p 
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~rom l£~tinct to Instinct 
0 by Meredith Sabini, Ph.D. 

f all the animal dreams, a type I find very intriguing are those about unknown or 
extinct species that come back to life. It is usually a good sign when animals come to life 
in dreams, especially if they are healthy and helpful. Before they are healthy, though, 
animals often show up wounded and in need of care. This corresponds to how damaged 
our instincts are in modern western culture. Most of us raised in this culture were taught 
to deny a fundamental truth: that we ourselves are animals. So it may very well be that our 
animal nature has become "extinct." 

Curiously, the extinct animals that appear in dreams are often not wounded, but intact. 
My guess is that these represent instincts that were never allowed in the human arena in 
the first place, in contrast to those that were allowed in but then were beaten up, hurt, 
damaged, insulted and so forth. Here are three dreams about extinct species; the opening 
line of the first dream shows one place 'extinct' aspects of the psyche are kept. 
10 Dream Network Vol. 12 No.1 



I am in an attic that hasn 't been cleaned for a long 
time. There are lots of creepy-crawly critters in here, 
whole families that have settled and grown here

worms, beetles, mice, bats, one huge spider and a few 
nondescript mammalian types. It is not pleasant here 

because it is dusty and dirty but it is not threatening. I 
am tempted to just clean it up and get rid of all these 

critters but there may be some old species that are now 
extinct-llnd I should save these; like antiques fu ll of 
dust and mostly just old, perhaps some are of value. 

The animals are found in the proverbial dream 
attic, a place where memories are stored. Among what 
I find are animals now extinct. It is tempting to 'clean 
up the mess' and throw everything out; that would be 
the easy route. But perhaps these animals have va lue 
and should be saved, so I do. 

The word 'extinct' and the word 'extinguished' are 
related. The dream image points to aspects of our/ my 
animal nature that has been denied and put "up in the 
attic" for generations, along w ith old furniture and 
family photos. 

The second dream has more specific animals: 
I am at a lake in the High Sierras, down at the dock 

arranging to rent a boat. To everyone's astonishment, 
marching down another dock come several large, 

lumbering animals. One is very tall, with legs like a 
horse's, but torso more like a cow or water buffalo. It is 
as tall as a giraffe, very gen tle, even playful. It comes 

across a person in its path and simply picks the person 
up in its mouth and deposits him safely elsewhere. 
We all laugh at this reversal: the animal treated the 

human as if it were a child, the way mother 
animals pick up their babies. 

The setting in this dream is a lake I went to regular
ly throughout my childhood and youth; it has been a 
recurrent dream image, representing that place where I 
feel most myself, closest to my soul. It would be in a 
place like this that new life could be discovered, for it 
feels like a birthplace, like ' the source.' It is the wilderness, 
a 'wild' place far from what is ordinary, civilized. 

In this dream, the animals are no longer in the 
house but out in nature. They are not at all familiar but 
of types never seen before. I had to use common animal 
features to even describe them, but the animals weren't 
mere composites. They were unique. What I love about 
this dream is how the animals simply enter the human 
realm-they march right into the area where people are 
and they interact without any hesitation or difficulty. 
The interaction takes place on the animal's terms-we 
are smaller than they and can be simply lifted up by the 
scruff of the neck! I think this portraya l corrects the 
common impression that our instincts are minor things, 
measly annoyances, or lesser qualities. Not so! 

The third dream shows more about how and 
where extinct species are preserved: 

I drive just over the county line into a rural area of 
chaparral canyon. A ways up the canyon is a store, so I 

stop. It is a combination store and museum, with statues 
of miniature animals on display. They are tiny versions of 

prehistoric animals. As I get closer, I see that they are 
alive! Thetj were grown from seeds found in coprolites. I 

am aston ished, in awe at these marvelous creatures, 
unlike anything I have ever seen. I gather thetj or the 

seeds are for sale and one can take them home. All this
and just a few blocks over the city limit. 

This is my favorite of the dreams because the emo
tion is one of joy and marvel. The reticence about ex
tinct species is gone; I can get closer, even take them 
home to cultivate on my own. Coprolites are desiccated 
human turds found at archaeological si tes. They are 
essential for determining w hat ancient people ate and 
thus, what their food supply and agriculture were. 
Coprolites do preserve seeds. 

The dream suggests a magical process akin to al
chemy: dung, or prima materia, contains the seeds of 
what can be transformed. By cultivating and compost
ing and digging into ' prehistoric' aspects of ourselves, 
into the lesser known areas in the shadows, we might 
find archaic but valuable aspects. For me, the exciting 
thing about this dream is that it verifies that archaic 
aspects of human nature do lie dormant; they do not 
entirely die off but can be germinated and brought 
back to life. 

We live at a time when actual animal species are 
dying off and becoming extinct at a horrendous rate. 
How might this phenomenon connect with the appear
ance of extinct species in the dream world? My impres
sion is that the ecological crises are due, in part, to our 
having forgotten that we are animals and, as such, 
need to live in harmony with natural rhythms. There is 
no natural rhythm when one gets up with an alarm 
clock, eats because it is time, works at a meaningless 
job and drives around in a vehicle that pollutes the air 
and isolates its occupants from human contact. Our 
instincts have indeed become extinct. 

With the appearance of extinct animals, we witness 
what Freud called the return of the repressed; and 
what Jung called our ancestral soul, the million-year 
old creature inside us. The animals may have bizarre 
features and be frightening at first, we may want to 
tidy them up quickly. They may be hard to find, live in 
remote places and be uncomfortable to relate to. But 
with time, what they represent can be integrated. When 
they appear, we have a chance to establish a new con
nection with our animal nature, giving us access to a 
fuller and deeper range of affect-gentle, playful, 
passionate, fierce. 

It may be crucial to our surviva l as a species that 
we welcome the animals! ffJ 
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We Cotn£ Silenti We Spea,tln 'Dreams 
0 

by lima Priess, M.A. 

n March 24, 1989, the Exxon Valdez ran 
aground on Bligh Reef 25 miles south of Valdez, in 
Alaska's Prince William Sound. More than 11 million 
gallons of North Slope crude oil gushed into what had 
been one of the most pristine and ecologically rich 
marine areas of Alaska. 

One month later, I went to see a slide presentation 
on the oil spill disaster in Prince William Sound. A 
photographer, introducing his images of dying wildlife, 
said, "This is for the ones who cannot speak." That night 
I dreamed I was being chased by an animal. The animal 
became a bear who transformed into a black wolf who 
transformed into a wolverine. Each time the animals 
wereabouttoreachme, theywerecaughtby ropes made 
of oil booms wrapped around their necks and dragged 
down to oil-soaked rocks. I knew they were choking 
because they couldn't speak. I wasn't afraid of being 
killed, but somehow feared the contact with their 
powerful energy. When I awoke, I felt the dream as an 
urgent message from the animals to do something. 

All day, the wolf's eyes followed me. I felt as though 
Iwasbeingasked to do something with the dream other 
than to just integra te it on a personal level. That afternoon, 
I was listening to Alaska Public Radio. The newscaster 
said that oil was beginning to blacken the beaches of 
Katmai National Park along the Kenai Peninsula. 
Officials were becoming concerned because animals 
were coming out of hibernation, coming down to the 
beaches to look for food, but finding oil-tainted 
carcasses instead. The reporter specifically mentioned 
bear, wolf, and wolverine. I felt a sudden shock of 
understanding and alignment. Bear and wolf have 
personal meaning to me, but wolverine, up to then, 
was unknown. To have them linked in that trinity the 
day after the dream made me realize that I needed to 
honor the connection these animals were making 
with me. Their dream visit was their effort to find a 
voice by speaking through my dreams. 

As I drove home from work that day, I heard an in
sistentvoice:"Wespeakindreams. Wespeakin dreams." 
Sitting at my computer the followingemerged : 

We come silent 
We speak in whispers to your sleeping ears. 

We know no language but our own, And yours, 
When you still the mind that cries and moans 

With words and thoughts. 
We stand blackened and dripping in bedrooms at 

night 
We tap at the windows at midnight. 

We carry the speech of rocks and rooted trees 
That wear the black skirts of mourning. 

We scream quietly as we sink, as we sleep, as we die. 
We carry the scent of air tainted with poison fumes. 

We leave footprints on your bedsheets. 
We ask you to lis ten, to listen, to listen. 

We speak in dreams. 
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I put the poem and the dream on a flyer and 
distributed it all over the country. In response, I received 
letters, dreams, and visions from people touched by the 
oil spill and the photographs of dead and dying animals 
that were plastered all over the news. What began as a 
response to a night visitation from Wolf, Bear, and 
Wolverine, eventually developed into a thesis, Dreams 
and Disaster in Prince William Sound, for my master's 
degree in community psychology. It also initiated a 
major change in the direction of my life. 

My experience of the traumatic events of the oil spill 
expanded into a study of collective and individual trauma. 
With Wolf nipping at my heels, I wrote a grant proposal 
for a project working with the trauma victims of my 
generation- Vietnam veterans and their families. Wolfs 
guidance in waking and sleeping dreams has continued 
to assist me in the work of transformation and healing. 
For the first time in my life, lam doingexactlywhatl need 
to be doing and getting paid for it. 

Most importantly, I have become acutely aware that 
animals are speaking to many of us in dreams with an 
urgency and insistence that we must listen to. They are 
offering messages of guidance, transformation and 
healing. It is crucial that we pay attention and do what we 
can to manifest this wisdom ." A man who has a vision is 
not able to use the power of it until after he hasperfonned 
the vision on earth for the people to see" (Black Elk). 

Th.is is not to say that dream animals don't also 
appear as personal, tra nspersonal, or collective symbols. 
But there are certain dream entities that need to be 
listened to from their place of wisdom, not ours. All levels 
of dreamwork are relevant, but listening to the voices of 
animals now, at this time of planetary crisis, seems 
especially important. To many aboriginal peoples, this is 
part of the old wisdom. Many contemporary dream
workers envision a world soul, anima m undi, or World 
Unconscious that may manifest in dreams through the 
presence of animals (Hillman, Aizenstadt, et.al.). But to 
hear these voices, we need to listen withasetofearsmany 
of us have forgotten we possess. 

"By climbing up into his head and shutting out 
every voice but his own, 'Civilized Man' has gone 
deaf. He can't hear the wolf ca ll ing him brother 
not Master, but brother. He can't hear the earth 
calling him child - not Father, but son. He hears on) y 
his own words making up the world. He can't hear 
the animals, they have nothing to say. Ch.ildren 
babble, and have to be taught how to climb up 
into their heads and shut the doors of perceptions. 
Only when the Man listens, and attends, 0 best 
Beloved, and hears, and understands, will the 
Cat return to the Cars true silence." 

-Ursula Le Guin 



Animals, as emissaries from the Earth Mother, are 

carrying important messages. My personal experience 

with the oil spill animals shifted my life from a frozen 

place of feeling helpless and overwhelmed by the pain in 

the world to become actively involved with healing and 

the transformation of war. I b egan to see the relationship 

between the personal trauma of the combat soldier and 

the collective trauma of environmental disasters. 

A traumatic event turns the world upside down. It is 

an event outside the range of the familiar or known. Trust 

in the expected nature of things is shattered. Terror, 

shame, and grief takes over and rips apart the veil of 

safety. Combat soldiers, rape victims, sexually abused 

children enter a shadow world of shock and disbelief, 

loss and helplessness, isolation and abandonment. 

A nenvironme ntal disaster implies a tra umaticbreak 

in the supportive, interconnected, and self-hea ling 

framework of the natural, planetary Earth community. 

Balance is disrupted and integrity or sense of unity 

ruptured. After the Prince William Sound oil spill, the 

mayor of the Native village of Chugach said, " It is too 

s hocking to understand. Never in the millennium of our 

tradition have we thought it possible for the water to die. 

But it is tme" (Meganack). "Many could not believe that 

the natural environment, which had nurtured them both 

spiri tually and materially could s uddenly betray them . 

To accept the fact that their 'River of Life' had turned into 

a riverofpoisonmeant to lose forevertheirfaith in nature 

a nd in the source of life itself" (Shklinyk). 

Once the alienation and disconnection is ide ntified, 

how is the break to be repaired, the aftermath of trauma 

to be healed, the nex t disaster and its trauma prevented? 

One path lies in the expansion ofoursenseofcommunity 

to include All Beings and the re- learning of how to 

'commune' with that larger community. "Even when w e 

recognize our intimacy, our family relations with all the 

forms of ex is tence about us, we cannot speak to those 

forms. We have forgotten the language needed for s uch 

communication. We cannot hear voices or speak in 

response" (T. Berry). 
One of thew a yswecan understand and communicate 

with these voices is in our dreams. Dream time transcends 

the waking and s leeping world, weaving and m elding 

the elements of both wounding and healing. The Greek 

hea ling temples of Asclepius, the god of healing, were 

arranged to allow the afflicted to receive the cure from 

Asclepius himself in their dreams. Asclepius, the divine 

healer, was identified as the sickness, and therefore the 

cure. "He who wounds, also heals" (Asclepius). This is 

the bas is of hom eopathy and a focus of trauma work in 

which healing occurs by going back into the wound, 

confronting the pain, and releasing it in safety. 

If we are sick and afflicted through alienation, 

perhaps by acknowledging and confronting our disease 

and recognizing our individual responsibilities in 

creating the alienation (the wounding), we can find the 

remedy. In the midst of a disaster like the oil spill, the 

remedy ca n be sought in the center of the sufferi ng 

thro ugh e mpathy and th e awareness of the los t 

connections with Nature a nd her creatures. 

:M:dress correspondence to: PO '13o~213, 'Ester, .5!'1(99725 

Listening to the dream voices emerging from the 

spill was an opportunity for making sense of the suffering 

and loss, and for reconciliation with the home planet. 

We can dress their physical wounds, provide food 

and shelter and clothing, console them for their losses, 

ease their grief, find ways to calm their anxieties. But 

until we restore the communal surround thatwassovital 

to their sense of health and security, they will remain like 

refugees in their own land, damaged in spirit long after 

they have been put together again in body, and 

feeling a long way from home. (Erikson, 1985, p . xvii). 

The responses to the collective trauma of the 

disaste r not only crossed geographical boundaries, but 

spiritual a ndspeciesboundariesas well. As the events of 

the oil spill were responded to emotionally, intellect

ually, physically, and somatically, they were also 

responded to psychically, through dreams and 

meditations. And as healing from trauma involves 

validation of emotions, making intellectual sense of the 

event, putting one's life and environment back together 

again, and binding one's wounds, so it also includes 

re-connecting to a collective sense of Unity, the source 

of healing. 
Dream animals can se rve as guides on that journey 

back home. In the nighttime darkness, if we just listen, 

we can hear the roar, the growl, the hiss, the purr, the air 

bubbles, the buzz, the silence of the animal voices 

whispering the way. 
Listen, We speak in Dreams. fiJ 
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A by Judith Picone 

bout three weeks after I started keeping my dream journal, I had this dream: 

I am outside in my back yard on a very sunny day. The phone rings and my son tells me 
that I am wanted on the phone. When I answer, a voice on the other end says, 

"Hello, judy, this is Jonah calling." I reply, "Yes, I have been expecting you." 
Then an image of a whale and a worm appear before me. 

I believe it was a call from my unconscious mind to awaken me to the creativity and spirit within. 
The dream message was an inspiration and a warning to accept my gift of dreaming and to nourish it. 

Once again, I dreamt about a whale when I was contemplating whether or not to take time away from my 
family to attend a spirituality conference. 

~ 
I am flying Lmer the earth. It is inundated with water. I am (one of a few) left in the ·world. I have a mission. 

There are weapons of destruction being built and I am to steal and destroy them. I steal the weapons and find that no 
one is angry with me for doing so. Tf1en I find myself flying over the earth again. I see a small sea below surrounded 

by a vast desert. I see a large male whale (almost as large as the lake) hovering over it. He is crying for his mate. 
Finally, she comes to the swjace. She is smaller than he, but brilliantly colored. The male whale snuggles up to her. 

She is so bright and loving. They are happy together. 
I understood this dream on a very deep level.lt reminded me of my struggle to find the "proper" place for 

spiri tuality in my life. It was at this point that I named my dream whale "Mattie." She told me of my purpose. It 
was my" mission" to live a spiri tual life and I could balance it to include both my spiritual quest and have time 
for my family. In fact, my life would be barren without this interest. After this dream I no longer questioned time 
spent with dreamwork. This was my quest for wholeness. Inner awareness and outer reality were beginning to fit 
very nicely together. With this realization, I was rewarded with another dream of Mattie: 

I find myself walking down a country road into the forest. The moon is bright when I come to the lake. There in 
the water, beckoning me to join her, is my dream whale Mattie and two giant gold fish. I strip off my clothes and 

plunge joyously into the moonlit lake where we swim and play together. 
I have had many dreams with Mattie. She was my first dream guide introducing me to dreamtime. She has 

been an inspiration to me as I have painted her swimming through the realms of imagination. As I dream of her 
and then paint her colorful image, she connects my inner and outer worlds. Mattie has become a symbol of the 

deep spiritual nature within ... the depth of my dreaming. p 
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My dreamscape menagerie includes horse, 
dog, dolphin, whale, spider, gnat. Birds, however, are 
the most frequent and intense messengers: owl, peli
can, parrot, parakeet, finch, dove, hawk ... appearing 
mostly injured or trapped, obvious allusions to my 
terrified and wounded inner child who is in the pro
cess of healing from sexual abuse. However, in the 
dream I would like to share here, the star animal is a 
canine. Golden Retriever and I intervened to protect 
the endangered birds. The meaning of this dream was 
not so readily apparent to me but thanks to the percep
tive analysis of a friend, I was granted a gift of hope in 
the difficult work I am doing. 

Golden Retriever 
It's july 4th. I'm worhng in Golden Gate Park. 

The lakes are filled with marine mammals. There are 
two small whales spouting in Middle Lake and dozens 
of dolphins performing in North Lake with hundreds of 

people cheering in delight. Then I see a big animal 
dashing through the water disturbing the ducks. It is a 
dog-part Golden Retriever, with tags hanging off its 
collar. I shout at the top of my lungs, asking if the dog 
belongs to anyone but my voice is drmoned out by the 

loud speaker and all the other noise. So, I go up to 
people-all women-and ask them one by one if they 

own the dog, but nobody claims the animal. I say I will 
cite the owner for allmoing the dog to run wild and to 

possibly injure the ducks and that Animal Care Control 
will be called in to charge the owner with neglect and 
other violations. I tie the dog up to a bench and return 

to the Park Patrol office to call the numbers on the dog 's 
tags but I cannot read the tags very well; the printing is 
minuscule and faded. The moner is apparently from out 
of tmon and is staying in a Seminary in Marin. I return 

to North Lake and grow very fond of the Golden 
Retriever. I inform the women with whom I had talked 

before of the latest developments with the dog. One 
woman, a shining redhead, is sitting off by herself and 
when I attempt to converse with her, she is no longer 
friendly like she was before. This encounter makes me 
feel nervous and weird. I try and put the dog into the 
patrol car. At first it grmvls and I fear it will bite me 

but I decide to take a chance on continuing because the 
animal has been gentle up to this paint. I open the door 
and the Golden Retriever jumps right in. I feel happy 

that I have a companion to ride along with me. 

I had been three months into my work recovering 
memories through dreams and was used to experienc
ing blatant reenactments of the abuse, of raw feelings 
and body sensations which rendered analysis of con
text or symbols unnecessary. Often, I was in a lucid 
state and exerting some control over the scenes, at 
times even commenting upon the events and emotions 
as they were unfolding. The connection between my 
recovery work and "Golden Retriever " 
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by Lorraine Grassano 

eluded me. My friend, Rita, however; immediately 
connected Golden with the allegedly" golden years" of 
childhood which I was attempting to "retrieve." She 
also pointed out three references to the male phallus: 
the" spouting whales," the " shining redhead" and the 
"Seminary." She opened the door, I reenter the dream. 

"G olden Retriever" is the unfolding story of my 
recovery. Becoming aware is the first step in becoming 
free. The dream opens up on Independence Day, a day 
of celebrating. But freedom has its price. At first, the 
retriever brings chaos and danger. I get angry and 
demand to know who is responsible. Then I experience 
frustration because the guilty party is not so easy to 
locate. The most disturbing part of the dream is my 
encounter with the "shining redhead," who is at first 
amicable, then turns cold. This signifies the essence of 
my abuse: the betrayal of the older boys who, after 
befriending me, violated and abandoned me. Finally, I 
risk taking responsibility for the care and control of the 
golden retriever; who is both gentle and growling, for 
the sun and the shadow parts of myself and my history. 

In waking life, I am still being growled at and bit
ten by memories. However, I have hope that one day, 
as in the dream's finale, I will master the fear and con
tinue my journey with a faithful friend by my side.p 
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The People Native to this country spent considerable time 
observing the Two & Four Legged creatures, recognizing 
them as great teachers of various traits, behaviours and 

instincts that we might benefit from integrating into our 
lives. The following is a list of Animals and the Attributes 

most distinctly ascribed to them. This list was generated at a 
seminar called Sweet Medicine Animals at the Ojai 

Fow1cation in CA. The letters in paranthesis, where noted, 
indicate the direction with which each animal is associated. 

Animal Attributes 

Antelope: Messenger of magic (W) 
Asp, Viper: Awakeners of when we have gone wrong 
Badger: Keeper of sacred roots/herbs / nutritionist 
Bear: Keeper of the Earthly dream 
Beat; Panda: Teachers of deep sleep 
Bear, Polar: Keeper of the Earthly & magical dream 
Beaver: Keeper of sweat lodge; Protector of woman 
BlueJay: Heyoka 
Bob Cat & Lynx: Carriers of messages of trees / trails 
Buffalo: Keeper of pure, absolute knowledge 
Bull: Keeper & protector of female energies 
Butterfly: Metamorphic teachers of Changes 
Buzzard: Teacher of patience 
Camel: Carriers of burden 
Canary: Gossip 
Cardinal: Keeper of trust & innocence; 

Wakes us to the folly of our trust and innocence 
Caribou & Raindeer: Keepers of water and Earth 
Cheetah: Keeper of speed & change of direction 
Chicken: Giver to humans 
Chipmunk: Storer 
Cobra: Keeper & Protector of powers of woman 
Condor: Old Eagle of Peace 
Cougar: Balancers of the Canyons (E) 
Coyote: Trickster; Protector of Children 
Crane & Heron: Teacher of meditation, 

contemplation and deep thought 
Crow: Keeper of all natural law & holder of the count 
Deer: 
Dog: 
Dolphin: 

Keeper of all Magic on Earth (W) 
Keeper of philosophies 

Keeper & protector of sacred wheels 
& of human knowledge (N) 

Dragons: Guards of gateways 
Ducks, Loons: Keepers of mirrors, or reflections 

Eagle: 
Elk: 

of your inner self (Pond) 
Messenger of Wokan Tanka, Spirit (E) 

Carriers, keepers & senders of lightening & 

thunder; Teacher of teachers 
Ermine: Balances the heart (lodge of the emotions) 
Flamingo, crane & heron: Deep thought, 

teach patience, how to be alone without being lonely 
Flicker: Bringer of gift 
Fox: Teacher of tribes of clans 
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Animal Attributes 

Frog: Shield Jumpers; Show us how to change 
Goose: Interpretor & protector of dreams & reflections 

of the self 
Haniman: Shows how to keep out of our pitfalls 
Hares: Teacher of enjoyment & keeping fertility 
Hawk: Organizer & go-between to Eagle (N) 
Heron & Crane: Teacher of meditation, 

contemplation and deep thought 
Horse: Carriers of philosophies & messages of humans 
Hummingbird: Master of movement, flight & dance 
Jackie: Gentle trickster; Peace-bringer, laughter 
Jaguar: Keeper of memory & the ancestors 
Leopard: Keeper of subconscious 
Lion: Holder, keeper & protector of Nagual; 

Dream benefactor of family 
Little Birds: Helps us put things together; organizers 
Lizard: Divination & precognition 
Llamas: Carriers of burden 
Loons, Ducks: Keepers of mirrors, or reflections of 

Magpie: 
Marmot: 
Mole: 

your inner self (Pond) 
Keeper of both natural and magical law 

Keeper of white crystal 
Carrier of subconscious messages; Earth's 

"underground hawk" (W) 
Monkeys: Mimics & teachers of our frailties 
Moose: Keeper & Teacher of laws of water plants 
Moth: Protector of power spots & brings messages 

from Nagual 
Mountain Goat: Guardian of mountain & wild 

spirits; Kings & Queens of mountain trails 
Mourning Dove: Awakener of Peace (SE) 
Mouse: Keeper of trust & innocence & knowledge of 

all seeds 
Nighthawk: Mediator of magic and change 
Otter: Cleanser, balancer & protector of sacred rivers, 

Owl: 
Pack-rat: 

Parrot: 
Peacock: 
Pegasus: 
Pelican: 

Penguins: 

Pheasant: 

Phoenix: 

Pigeon: 
Pigs: 
Possum: 

clean blood (S / SW) 
Bringer of the dream 

Medicine for storage & categorization 
of information 

Teacher of movement / mimics of medicine 
Beautifier & protector of temples 
Winged messenger of the Spirit 

Carrier from Air to Water, from mind to 
emotions 

Heyokas of knowing how we stopped 
movement on wheel 
Mediator between dolphin & deer; 

between natural & magical law 
Firehawk; Brings messages of spirit & 

change to the Dream 
Keeper of endurance 

Bringer of roots, cleansers 
Openers of symbols & images 



Animal Attributes 

Prairie dog: Teaches about your own shadow 
Quail: Dancers; teaches how to dance within the family 
Quetzacoatle: "As above, so below"; 

Rainbow-feathered serpent, flying dragons 
Rabbits: Teachers / keepers of fertility 
Raccoon: Bandit; Shows us dark side of ourselves 
Rattlesnake: Keeper & Protector of all sacred & 

teaching plants; Awakeners of knowledge 

Raven: 
& what to prescribe in herbs 

Keeper of Magical law 
Roadrunners: Carriers of messages from 

Robin: 
Sea Lion: 
Seagulls: 
Seal: 
Shark: 
Sheep: 
Skunks: 
Squirrel: 

sorcerer to sorceror 
Gift bringer of music, arts & crafts (NE/ E) 

Grandfather- Keeper of the Seas 
Mediator of changes of emotions 

Playful youngster 
Cleanser of waters (Sea) 

Followers of the Path 
Keeper of senses; Protector of family 

Keeper of survival of humans 
(Crops, storage of food) 

Swan: Combo of duck and goose. Helps teach them 
Tiger: Protector of sacred places, temples 
Trout: Carrier of rainbows of the streams, lakes, rivers 
Turkey: Ground eagle; everyday tonal 
Turtle: Little shield carrier; helps hold messages of 

Unicorn: 
Vulture: 

world peace (S) 
Openers of gateways 

Teacher of patience and intermediary 
between buzzard & condor 

Walrus: Great Grandfather; Knowledge of emotions 
Water turtle: Little shield carrier; helps hold 

messages of world peace (S) and emotions 
Weasel: Mischievious, trickster; gift bringer; helps us 

dance out of chaos 
Whale & Elephant: Keeper of Memory and longevity 
Wolf: Path Finder; leads people to path with a heart 
Wolverine: Warrior/Protector of all things; 

will murder (N) 
Woodpecker: Balancer, especially of nutrition; also, 

discoveries of what you need 
Yeti: (Abominable snowman) 

Holds records of our history, akashic records p 

tBoo~~view 

Abulafia 
part 
of 
my 
heart 

DreamSongs 

by Diane Wolkstein 
Published by and Available from: 

Cloudstone, 10 Patchin Place, NY, NY 10011 

Reviewed by Kelly Hunter, M. A. 

On the cover of this special little book is the 
author's painting entitled, "Heart Breaking Open," 
swirling clouds of red and black like blood pumping, 
rushing through the dark, mysterious heart. In the 
upper corner is a place of pink and gold, shining peace 
into the wildness of the journey. In DreamSongs, Diane 
Wolkstein, a widely published storyteller, has created 
a new kind of work, leading us on an intimate journey 
into the heart of dream time. From dreams that came 
over a number of years, she has shared those that 
seemed to her to be more than personal and woven 
them with original poem-songs into a story, a dream 
story. 

Abulafia, a thirteenth century Spanish kabbalist .. 
.. walked through my locked hotel door 

into my mirror 
and onto my bed . ... 

He becomes the psychopomp, leading the dreamer 
and reader into the heart of the mystery of the soul. 
Many powerful images, familiar to us all, appear to 
remind us of our own dreams, like a revelation from 
within our own hearts that pierces the heart at the 
same time. 

The young men gave me a bow and a quiver of arrows. 
The bear was waiting for me. 

I started up the mountain and stopped. 
My eyes pierced her breast. 

I pulled the string. Tl1e arrow flew. It entered 11er 11eart. 
They skinned her and put the bearskin on me, including 

the head. 

This is a love story; this is the journey of the soul 
becoming whole; this is a familiar story. For dreamers, 
it is True and a special joy that such a gifted storyteller 
can find a way to write such a piece. 

One: One is divinely manifested to the ego. 
Two: If they ask if she writes, say yes. She lives, she 

breathes, she feels, she makes love, 
go ahead, say yes, yes, sl1e writes. 

Three: 511e learned t11e instructions for dying and kept 
them by her bedside. p 
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Raging Arts Unlimited. 
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Los Angeles, CA 90066 
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: My Dream About Monty : 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • 

Last night I dreamed of my Monty horse . 
I thought I was ridi ng him once again . 

We came tearing down a treacherous sidehill 
And went racing out across the plain . 

Once more we hit the creek trail. 
We always took it with a rush . 

I never knew his step to fail 
When jumping logs or leaping brush. 

I don't know why I dreamed about Monty ... 
Why, he's been gone for many years, 

But when I think of my old pal, 
My eyes are blurred with sudden tears. 

I thought we climbed up Dairy Trail 
The way we used to do; 

I even recognized the place 
Where Monty one time lost a shoe. 

And then we came to the little park, 
And once again we stopped to rest; 

I used to wait till almost dark 
'Cause Monty liked the graze there best. 

I'd pull saddle and bridle off from him, 
And lay them on the ground; 

Sometimes I'd even go to sleep-
y knew he'd always stay around. 

And Monty used to come and wake me 
When he had rolled and grazed enough. 
He'd nip my sleeve and even shake me; 

Sometimes his 'nips' were kind of rough. 

Last night, I thought I'd slept a week. 
I thought the hour was just before dawn; 
A whiskery lip was nuzzling my cheek; 
Then I woke up, but Monty was gone. 

• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • 
• . ~- ---"" ' ... - ~ . . ~~~ . 

• by Frank . Lemon, Moab, UT • . ' ' . • Born 1900, Wrrtten zn 1968 • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Common Dream Symbols & 
Stimulating Associations 

From Ib~_M}'~li~il.l M~i~ill Mrr.ry~]ou~ Wor!!JvtQn:,1m~ . 
by Wildi.1 B. Tanner <D 1988 . 

By arrangement vvith Sparrow Hawk Press 

Share Your Ideas on Dream Symbols 
With Other Dream Questers! 

PREFACE: While it is generally agreed that d reams of a 
personal nature, which seem to constitute many of our 
dreams, are unique to the dreamer and produce symbols and 
imagery which have meaning specific to the dreamer 's life 
and personal history, we often need help unraveling the 
mystery and message of o ur dreams. Some of us choose 
dream therapy or have a friend with whom to share our 
dreams; others belong to dream groups. But, in reality, we 
can' t work with someone else on every dream we have and 
need to call upon the resources available. 

To assist in the process, we offer samplings of common 
dream symbols / metaphors and stimula ting associations, 
intended to be a s tarting point o nly. We invite any input you 
might have for understanding symbolic language . 

It must be noted that most of the ideas presented are 
suggestive of a subjective, or gestalt, interpretation, which 
does not allow for precognitive, ESP o r warning, etc., type 
dreams; these would warrant an objective approach for 
interpretation / action. Ultimately, it is left to the dreamer to 
discern how to perceive and act upon their dreams. 

ANIMALS IN DREAMS 

ALLIGATOR: Tough hide. Treachery. 
BADGER: Can be pun on badgering people, aggravat
ing, being persistent to the point of annoyance and 
frustration. Insisting on one's way or of being vicious. 
BEAR: Represents great strength and power. Can be 
overBEARing, pushy, one who uses his power to 
frighten others into submission or w ho crushes others 
with words or actions. Can be very destructive, irate, 
cross and menacing OR playful, protective and loving. 
Known for bad breath, bad temper and habit of 
hibernating. Could mean bare facts or forbearance. 
Bear may also symbolize Russian or pun on "rushing" 
BEAST: .Usua lly represents your fears, animal 
instincts, temper, beastliness, the beast in you, uncon
trolled power . 
BEAVER: Good worker, ambitious, intelligent, skillful, 
persevering, cooperative and, when work is done, playful. 
BIRDS: In general, are symbols of joy, song, light 
heartedness, freedom, flexibility, a state of love, joy, 
ecstasy, music, or harmony. They may also symbolize 
the spirit or the spiritual part of us and may symbolize 
the soul and its ability to soar to great heights. 
BUCKS: Big bucks may be a pun on big money. 
Many bucks, much money. Bucks may also refer to 
bucking the system, a person or idea. Might also indi-



cate males, maleness, strength, agility, "passing the 
buck" or "the buck stops here." 
BULL: Can symbolize a lie or exaggeration, great 
strength, determination, stubbornness, bullheadedness, 
unyielding attitudes that hurt one's progress or that of 
others. Tendency to old habits, staying in a rut, refusal 
to change, bend, or cooperate. May infer a great ability 
to see things through to the end when others would 
have given up. Good stability and holding power. Love 
of beauty. Zodiacal sign of Taurus. 
COW: Generally peaceful, passive, obedient to author
ity without questioning. Good provider of milk, lives 
close to the earth, placid nature, tendency to herd or go 
along with the rest. 
CRAB: Can mean crabby nature, irritable, moving with 
the tides of emotion, pincers that can hurt, tendency to 
hold on to things, possessiveness, perseverance. 
CROCODILE: Falsity, false fears or emotions, untrust
worthy. Hidden danger. Maybe a warning sign. 
DEER: May represent nature, beauty, grace, gentleness, 
peace or can mean "dinner," trophy or a pun on some
thing that is "dear" to you. Two deer could be a pun on 
something being too dear. 
DONKEY: Symbol for stubbornness, lack of cooper
ation, a beast of burden, hardy but not very bright. 
DRAGON: A mythical animal, a product of the 
imagination. Often represents your fears and the fact 
that they are not REAL, but imaginary ones. It is are
ligious symbol of false beliefs and resistance to truth or 
your beastly aspects and urges. This is also an ancient 
Chinese symbol of power, a beneficial rain-bringer and 
a sign of good fortune. Could be a pun on DRAGGIN' 
behind, dragging your feet, being "a drag" or a dragon! 
In mystical literature, a dragon signifies the lower 
nature which must by slain! See "Serpent." 
ELEPHANT: Excellence of memory, greatness, power, 
knowledge, intelligence and ponderousness. May rep
resent karma (Not forgotten). 
FOX: Symbolizes that which is sly, clever, quick, tricky, 
unpredictable and a predator. 
FROG: Ancient symbol for the unclean but may be a 
prince in disguise, a symbol of magic, fairy tales and 
witchcraft, or represent the potential to change, to do 
the unexpected. Can be a pun on being a little frog in a 
big pond (or feeling that way), could infer jumping 
from one thing to another, or moving in leaps and 
bounds. 
GOAT: Could be old pun on someone "getting your 
goat," antagonism; yours or another's, locking horns 
with another, opposition, sometimes without reason, 
using one's head for a battering ram, ramming a point 
home, clash of ideas, or may even depict a BUT-IN-sky. 
May represent the sure-footed mountain climber who 
likes to get to the top. 
GREEN-EYED MONSTER: Jealousy and / or greed. 
HORNS: Represent hardened thought projections, 
thought forms, the shape or tenure of long-held ideas. 

JACKASS: Could be a pun on how you see yourself or 
how you are judging yourself. 
KANGAROO: Could represent making quantum leaps 
into the unknown. Or possibly heavy footed. Big foot? 
LAMB: Innocence, defenselessness, helplessness, gen
tleness. May indicate vulnerability or possibility of 
sacrifice and slaughter. You may need to sacrifice your
self in some way or may feel you are being sacrificed. 
Check dream content for clues. Could be a warning. 
LION: Symbol of the tribe of Judah and of kingly 
qualities of strength, courage, power, leadership, will 
power and dominion. These are good qualities as long 
as they are put to good use. Look at dream action. To 
tame a lion would show your ability to conquer all the 
lower instincts in you. 
MONKEY: Mimicking, mime, imitation, fooling 
around, monkey business, not taking life seriously, 
being a copy-cat, using ideas & directions of others 
instead of your own. 
MONSTERS: These represent fears you don't want to 
face or confront, yet the fact they are there, usually in a 
nightmare type scene, shows a strong need for you to 
face and deal with the problem openly. 
MULE: Usually symbolizes stubborn qualities but can 
be your burden bearing capacities, your long-suffer
ingness or even how you see yourself. 
PANTHER: Same as cat, only larger, wild and 
undomesticated. 
PIG: Strongly associated with selfishness, greed, 
gluttony, bad manners, hogging the show or spotlight, 
habit of over stuffing mentally or physically. Lack of 
consideration. 
RABBIT: Can be quiet, peaceful, gentle and nature
loving but may also represent a fast turn-over, quick 
multiplication and fast production or reproduction. 
Rabbit is a well known symbol for sexual prowess and 
quick change of partners. It may also symbolize the 
quiet, undetected nibbling away at your resources, 
especially if it is in your garden patch. 
RACCOON: Often represents robber, bandit, one who 
takes but does not give. 
RAM: Symbolizes astrological sign of Aries, also strong 
drive to achieve, animal instinct of ramming things 
through, butting into things or conversations, forcing 
matters, fighting, pushing, general aggressiveness and 
lack of finesse. 

A ram also signifies Mars, male, power, war, leader
ship, strife and Aries. 
RAT: Strongly associated with dirt, filth, underhanded 
habits, stealing, disease, poverty and squalor. Also one 
who" squeals" or tattles on another. Unscrupulousness. 
RHINOCEROS: Well known for unpredictability, 
aggressiveness, ungovernable temper and small intellect. 
SEAL: These delightful animals are highly intelligent 
and well known for their ability to play and to applaud 
themselves. They may represent your need to be a bit 
more playful and to give yourself fun, credit and praise 
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more often. These may be a pun on 
"seal of approval" or of sealing 
something. 
SERPENT: Symbol of mind power, 
wisdom, the creative force, mysti
cism, clairvoyance, spiritual aware
ness, or kundalini when dream 
feelings are positive. Can denote 
subtlety, lies and deception, penis, 
semen, sex, desires, temptations, 
goodand / or evil. Much depends on 
the serpent action and dreamers' 
feelings. 
SHEEP: Peaceful, docile, gentle, can 
be "fleeced," or can be easily led 
this way or that. Often unable to 
care for their own needs. See Lamb. 
SKUNK: Can be a real "stinker," 
peaceful but smelly, repulsive, 
driving people away, turning 
people off. 
SQUIRREL: Business, quickness, 
hustle-bustle, thrifty, sa·.;ing, hard 
working. 
SNAKES: Generally represent 
fears, sex play, temptation, sex. 
Playing with a snake may depict 
"playing around" with sex or 
toying with the idea. See serpent. 
TIGER: Go-getter, fast cat, pussy
footing around. Great strength and 
power of overcoming. See cat for 
additional meanings. PAPER 
TIGER: False or ungrounded fear. 
TURTLE: Slow but sure progress. 
Slow pace. May be suggestive of a 
need to slow down or may suggest 
that you have to stick your neck out 
in order to get ahead. Turtles have a 
tendency to hide or withdraw into 
their shell when trouble threatens. 
WILD BEASTS: Violent emotional 
aspects or animal instincts which 
are totally uncontrolled, untrained, 
unpredictable. 
WOLF: Associated with traits 
which are sneaky, crafty, greedy, 
wiley, vicious, deceptive and 
untrustworthy. 
UNICORN: Represents one
pointedness, purity, high ideals, 
mysticism, virginity, purity, and the 
higher level of Capricorn. p 

fJ1ie PoCar r.Bea1j 
A Dream withDrawings 

by Ruth Near 
I was in a light colored, very barren and sterile city. It appeared to be 

abandoned. The buildings were one or two story with simple, clean, 
modernistic design. The streets were canals which had to be navigated 

by canoe, kayak or somewhat larger vessels. 
We carne into the city by canoe and got out to explore. No sooner were we on 
foot than I looked around a corner and about a block away, I could see 
a polar bear sitting spread legged, lolling against the columns of a building, 

which appeared to be a bank. 
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The bear spotted us almost immediately and ambled toward us. 
We were too Jar from our canoe to escape. 

In tlze next dream scene, I had found a large, clumsy, dark wooden craft. 
I stepped into it and it immediately floated away from shore. 

There was a very short paddle in the bow of the boat. I was in panic mode by 
now because the bear was very close and my partner (husband AI?) was still on 

shore and unaware of the danger. I discovered that I could paddle, by leaning way 
over the sidr and then chan~n~ position and leaning way over the other side. 

I was just turning the craft to go back to shore, to the bear and my 
companion. The boat was much easier to handle than l had feared. 

I was amazed at the way the craft responded .... and then I awakened. p 
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Preface to a New Feature Column by Kelly Bulkley: 

"Dreaming Life, Waking Life" 

This is the first column in what will be a new regular feature of Dream 
Network Journal. "Dreaming Life, Waking Life" will explore the inter
actions between the world of our dreams and the world of our society. I 
believe that people who have learned to understand the wisdom of their 
dreams can make extremely valuable contributions to the creative trans
formation of the troubled society in which we live. Our dreaming lives 
give us powerful insights into our social world-into politics, art, econom
ics, religion, communal relations-and help us work towards the healing 
of our social ills. This column will be devoted to discussing the various 
ways that our individual dreaming lives can promote the growth and well
being of our collective waking lives. 

To many modern Westerners, this is a very strange claim. We're just 
getting used to the idea that dreams have meaning, period; we're barely 
comfortable with the notion that dreams are important for personal heal
ing. But social healing? How, I'm often asked, can dreams help in that? 

The fact is, people in many non-Western cultures regularly draw upon 
their dreams for guidance in dealing with the problems of their commun
ities. These people understand that dreams speak about both personal and 
social concerns. The time has come for us to understand this, too. 
The time has come for us to heed the social wisdom of our dreams. 

What follows is the text of a presentation I made this summer on the 
subject of "Dreams and Child Development." The presentation was a 
benefit event for "Grant A Wish," a local social service organization run by 
a remarkable woman named Anne Blair. I first met Anne at the seventh 
annual conference of the Association for the Study of Dreams, which was 
held here in Chicago in 1990. Anne was working as a reporter for The 
Chicago Crusader, a newspaper primarily serving Chicago's African
American community, and she was writing a story on the conference. 
What began as an ordinary interviewer-interviewee discussion quickly 
became a very exciting dialogue on the potential values of dreaming for 
child development. 

Anne described to me her work with Grant A Wish and her passionate 
desire to help the poor children of Chicago develop a sense of hope for the 
future. She believes that one of the worst problems in these children's 
lives is their inability to hope, to dream of a better life. These children's 
horrible living conditions have robbed them of the simple ability to imag
ine a different, better world. Anne said she founded Grant A Wish to try 
and restore hope to these children. The mission of Grant A Wish is to 
identify the special needs of individual children-say, a pair of eyeglasses 
to help them read, a heavy jacket to help them brave the cold Chicago 
winter-and then to find a donor who can" grant the wish." The guiding 
idea, Anne told me, is that if children find that one of their wishes has 
come true, they may slowly develop the confidence to hope and dream of 
other things as well. 

Needless to say, I was more interested in this conversation than in any 
of the conference presentations, and Anne and I spoke for almost two 
hours about the power of dreams to transform society. We have kept in 
touch since the conference, sharing with each other our very different, yet 
very similar efforts to nurture the ability of children to dream. This past 
fall I gave a presentation on dreams as a benefit event for Grant A Wish. 
Following are the concluding comments of my presentation. K. Bulkley 

Dreams 
& Child 

Development 
by Kelly Bulkley, Ph.D. 
I'd like to finish with a word 

about the role of dreams in child 
development-and, in the process, 
I'd like to say something about why 
I believe the work of organizations 
like Grant A Wish is so vitally 
important. 

Sleep laboratory research has 
shown that infants and young 
children experience much more 
REM sleep and dreaming than do 
adults. The reason is that children 
are going through incredible 
changes in the first years of their 
lives, changes that we adults can 
only dimly comprehend. Children 
have vast amounts of new exper
ience to process and make sense of; 
their whole central nervous systems 
are developing; the very first out
lines of their personalities are tak
ing shape. Dreaming helps child
ren through these massive develop
mental changes. Research studies 
have provided very strong evidence 
that REM sleep and dreaming play 
a key role in children's psycholog
ical and physiological growth. 

Research studies have also 
demonstrated that dreaming plays 
an important role in another aspect 
of child development: dreaming 
helps to cultivate the powers of a 
child's imagination. 

Along with all the physical and 
mental development of their first 
years of life, children are also learn
ing how to imagine: they are learn
ing how to envision the future, how 
to explore the world of possibility, 
how to express their hopes and 
their fears, and how to create new 
solutions to difficult problems. In a 
very important sense, the ability to 
imagine is what makes us human; 
our imaginations free us from the 
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limits of our immediate, material 
reality, enabling us to begin the 
process of creating new and better 
realities. 

The play activities of children 
are one major area where they learn 
how to imagine, freely and creat
ively. And, as a great deal of re
search has shown, dreaming is 
another important area where 
children discover and develop the 
nearly infinite powers of their 
imaginations. 

In many non-Western cultures 
(for example, in certain tribal cul
tures in South America and Africa), 
the adults encourage their children 
to respect, value, and learn from 
their dreams. They teach their 
children that dreams are a vital 
source of insight and creativity, and 
that dreams can be especially help
ful in guiding us through times of 
great change, conflict, or turmoil. 

Unfortunately, in our culture 
many people believe that dreams 
are foolish nonsense, best forgotten 
as soon as we wake up in the morn
ing. As a result, we tell our child
ren to pay no attention to their 
dreams. "Oh, that was just a 
dream," we dismissively say when 
they share a particularly strange or 
scary dream with us, "It wasn't 
real. Just go back to sleep." 

This attitude is not simply 
wrong; it is also terribly, terribly 
dangerous. We live in a world 
where many children are not 
learning how to imagine at all: we 
live in a world where many child
ren are so poor that they cannot 
think of anything besides trying to 
fill their stomachs and cover them
selves from the cold; where movies 
and TV shows relentlessly pound 
images of graphic violence into 
their heads; where public schools 
are so run-down that many child
ren spend their days marching 
mechanically from one room to 
another, like robots in a factory. In 
such a world, there are many forces 
blocking the healthy growth of 
children's imaginations, and very 
few forces helping to nurture that 
growth. How, then, can we possibly 

afford to ignore any means of culti
vating children's imaginations, no 
matter how foolish or nonsensical it 
appears? 

-" ... dreaming is 

another important 

area where children 

discover and 

develop the nearly 

infinite powers of 

their imaginations." 

The crucial role of dreaming in 
child development helps us appre
ciate all the more the valuable work 
of an organization like Grant A 
Wish. Grant A Wish works like 
dreams do. Grant A Wish provides 
children with possibilities; it en
courages them to hope, to imagine a 
better future for themselves. It 
proves to them that their wishes are 
important, that their wishes can 
come true. The motto of Grant A 
Wish, "Because every child needs 
dreams," is true-in fact, it may be 
the truest thing you'll ever hear. 
Children need good food, they need 
clothes, they need a safe and secure 
home; but they also need to dream, 
to be able to dream. 

My guess is that Anne Blair, the 
executive director of Grant A Wish, 
knows all too well how much the 
organization is like a dream-she 
wakes up each morning and won
ders, is it still there? Is Grant A 
Wish still there, or is it going to 
float away into nothingness as so 
many dreams do? Just like dreams, 
Grant A Wish and similar organiza
tions do not get nearly the attention, 
and the support, that they deserve. 
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My hope is that more poli
ticians, civic leaders, media report
ers, and ordinary citizens will rea
lize how vitally important it is to 
nurture children's imaginations; 
and then, that these people will 
realize that they must begin sup
porting previously unsupported 
organizations (like Grant A Wish), 
and drawing upon previously 
unused resources (like dreams). 

One way to guide people 
towards these realizations is to ask 
them to consider the future challen
ges facing our society. How, for 
example, will we heal the devas
tating damage we have done to the 
global environment? How, for ex
ample, will we help the people of 
Third World nations like Somalia 
overcome the twin evils of famine 
and political oppression? These are 
incredibly complex, incredibly dif
ficult problems; there are no easy, 
simple solutions to them. 

Our society is trying, of 
course, to develop new technol
ogies, to make new laws and inter
national agreements, to rearrange 
budgetary priorities. Those are 
important efforts and we should 
certainly keep at them. But there's 
something else we should try, too. 
We should try, much harder than 
we have been recently, to help our 
children develop lively, flexible, 
creative imaginations. We can do 
this, as I have suggested this eve
ning, by encouraging children to 
value their dreams and by gener
ously supporting organizations like 
Grant A Wish. For our children 
will inherit these terribly difficult 
problems from us; and if we cannot 
help leaving them with our prob
lems, we can at least give them the 
abilities to solve them. p 

(Note: For further information on 
Grant A Wish, contact Anne Blair at 833 
N. Orleans, #3D, Chicago, IL 60610.) 

Kelly Bulkley is a Lecturer at the 
University of Chicago and Chair of the 
Education Committee of the Assoc
iation for the Study of Dreams. 



Is the Certification 
of Dreamwor·kers 

Inevitable? 
A stimulating dialogue 

then expecting the organization 
to be responsible. I can see that 
that could be a real issue as we 
grow and become more important 
and have more authority in the 
field . So that, I think, is perfectly 

t.... ......... - - ___ ,._7.!11 nL.!II.! __ _ 

I I 

reasonable. 
& Ann Sayre Wiseman Will: I agree. But I remember 

~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. going to a conference in Canada 
(The following is a discussion 

between Ann Sayre Wiseman of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts and Will 
Phillips of Altamonte Springs, 
Florida. The talk took place last Spring, 
1992 at Will's home in Florida and 
concluded w hile canoeing down the 
nearby Wekiva River.) 

Will: I remember attending an 
organizational meeting for the 
Dream Educator's Network at one 
of the early ASD conferences ... I 
thinkitwas Charlottesville in 1985. 
We were starting to toss around 
proposals for the function of the 
DEN, including doing a series of 
workshops at the ASD conferences 
to present various approaches to 
dreamwork. I felt growing en
thusiasm in the group ... likebread 
that was just beginning to leaven. 
Then a representative from the 
ASD Board of Directors came to 
tell us of growing concerns they 
had about allowing people to do 
workshops unless they had spe
cificcredentialsand qualifications. 
One of their worries was the 
possibility of lawsuits directed at 
the ASD by conference attendees 
who might claim to have been 
mistreated by people who they 
felt were not qualified to be doing 
workshops. I remember feeling 
like someone had just opened a 
door and let in a cold wind that 
caused the bread to collapse. Now 
the issue is coming up again as 
people are beginning to talk about 
certifyingd reamworkers and I still 
have mixed feelings about it. 

Ann: It's true that the bigger the 
dream movement gets the more 
responsibilitywewillneed to cope 
with. I can see that legal concerns 
are potential problems, and you 
don't want a lot of eager dream 
people just doing their thing and 

where there were moreworkshops 
than I'd seen at any previous 
conferences. I attended an in
formal dream workshop out on a 
patio. The guy leading the work
shop was sitting at the head of a 
table with a young man who had 
volunteered a dream ... actually he 
seemed more like a 'victim' than a 
volunteer ... with everyone else 
gathered around. As I started to 
listen, my first thought was, 'Boy, 
this guy [the psychotherapist] is 
really being invasive. ' The longer 
I listened, the more thoroughly 
offended I was by what was going on. 

Ann: ... It's like certifying 
artists. How do you certify 

the creative process? 
Will: Here's the difference 

to me. An artist is not 
directly dealing with 

another human being. You 
can choose to view the 

artwork or read the book or 
not, without actually hav
ing to confront the artist. 

Ann: So you're saying it's more 
like a doctor or a teacher. 
I was obviously not alone, because 
several other observers began 
getting up and leaving until after 
just a short while there was only a 
small handful of people remain
ing. I don't know how it turned 
out because I finally walked out 
as well. Now here is my concern: 
I checked out the workshop 
leader's credentials in the confer
ence program and found that he 
had been a licensed, practicing 
psychotherapist in New York City 
for twenty-some years with a 
Ph.D. and all the credentials in the 

world. Yet it was one of the most 
blatant instances of dream rape I 
think I've ever seen. 

Ann: So you're asking who 
deserves to do this work and by 
what standards will we certify 
people. That's a good question. I 
don't think doctors are very often 
the best people to intuit healing 
because they're trained in under
standing disease and not health. 

Will: Well, the reason I'm 
bringing the certification question 
up now is because of Jeremy 
Taylor's article on The Nagging 
Question of Dream Education. 
Being able to promote oneself as a 
board-certified dreamworker 
would have the advantage of 
boosting one's cr:_edibility when 
dealing with potential clients and 
institutions. It would also bring 
dreamwork one step closer to 
being recognized as a valid and 
respectable occupation. On the 
other hand, my hair bristles at the 
thought of any group being given 
the power to decide which approa
ches to dreamwork are authorized 
and which are not. The main 
appeal of dreamwork, to me, has 
always been its resistance to 
quantification and pigeon-holing 
and the fact that it proudly 
proclaims itself an art and not a 
science.! was listening to the radio 
the other day while I was remod
eling my office and a real estate 
program came on. I was about to 
change stations when they started 
talking about the difference 
between a licensed real estate 
agent and a board- certified 
Realtor. It reminded me of the 
situation with the certification of 
dreamworkers, so I listened ... 

Ann: And they described what 
the difference is? 

Will: Right. So I called the 
number they gave out and got a 
wealth of information on what it 
takes to become a board- certified 
Realtor. What impressed me most 
was that the factors determining 
board certification were exclu
sively concerned with profess
ionalism and adherence to a Code 
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of Ethics, rather than with formal 
education and degrees. Realtors 
have to meet the basic require
ments that are required in order 
for anyone to sell real estate, of 
course, such as being at least 
eighteen years old, having a high 
school diploma, successfully 
completing the 63 hour salesman 
license course required by the state 
and passing the real estate exam. 
But Board certification restricts 
itself solely to maintaining stand
ards of professional behavior 
through voluntary submis
sion to an agreed-upon Code 
of Ethics. I think that this is 
something that could easily 
be translated into guidelines 
for the certification of dream
workers. 

Ann: Who establishes ethics 
and professionalism? 

Will: In the case of the 
Realtors, the members of the 
professional community 
agree to certain basic 
standards of conduct. The 
Board of Realtors also 
provides a forum for 
complaints. That gives clients 
the security of knowing that 
there is an authority which 
can issue a reprimand or 
terminate the membership of 
any Realtor who doesn't live 
up to the Code of Ethics. The 
way it works is, you 
voluntarily request board certi
fication because there are certain 
advantages to being able to say 
that you are board-certified. And 
in doing so, you are swearing an 
allegiance to go by an agreed-upon 
set of ethics. And if you fail to I ive 
up to that set of ethics, you can 
lose your certification. Again, I 
see this as something that could 
very easily be translated into 
similar terms for dream-workers. 
We could list a very basic Code of 
Ethics such as: "I pledge that I will 
not betray the confidence of my 
clients; I will not abuse my position 
to take sexual or financial ad
vantage of my clients; I will not 
force an interpretation onto my 

client; I will not lie to or deceive 
my client... "you know, certain 
ethics that everyone agrees to be 
professional behavior. 

Ann: So that's the difference 
between a licensed real estate 
agent and a Realtor ... ? I didn't 
know that. 

Will: I didn't either. That's why 
I found the information so inter
esting. Especially because I once 
contacted the Department of 
Professional Regulations to find 
out what the requirements were 

to have a private counseling prac
tice in Florida. They responded 
with a dozen pages of require
ments that had entirely to do 
with formal education, advanced 
degrees, number of years of 
internships and the like ... which I 
feel would be the worst way to go 
about certifying dream workers. 

Ann: I agree with you. I think 
the people with degrees very often 
don't have the heart or the 
intuition or the sensitivity of a lot 
of unlicensed people ... 

Will: And yet I'm sure you 
would also agree that there are 
also a lot of very enthusiastic non
de greed people who really ... 

Ann: ... don't know what they're 
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talking about. That's true. 
Will: So to me, it's not a matter 

ofdegreesorschoolingorwhether 
you take a Jungian approach, a 
Freudian approach, an eclectic 
approach or whatever. It's not 
what you do but how you do it. 

Ann: That's the truth. That's 
where it's at, really. 

Will: I guess what got me fired 
up was Jeremy Taylor's article. 
He mentioned that several people 
in the Dream Educator's Network 
had expressed an interest in 

getting certified as "trained 
dreamworkers" and seemed to 
feel that the Dream Network 
Journal and the ASD both have 
important roles to play in 
achieving our shared goals. And I 
suspect that certification of dream
workers will become necessary at 
some point, whether we like it or 
not, so it ' s important for all of us 
who are doing dreamwork to join 
in on the discussion. 

Ann: That's the freedom that 
this kind of an organization can 
give us. Because we 're so eclectic 
we can share these different points 
of view all in the same package, 
such as Dream Network Journal. 

Will: Even if people don't like 



the idea of a board that has the 
authority to certify dreamworkers, 
I think it's important to get people 
talking and thinking about it. 

Ann: Well, while we're at it 
then, I'd like to say something 
about one approach which a lot of 
people are latching onto: the "If it 
were my dream" approach. It's a 
real parlor game and it ends up 
with everybody painting on the 
canvasofthedreamer. And I think 
it's really destructive and inter
ruptive and distracts the dreamer 
from the direction the dream 

might have taken them if they had 
stayed in a more pure place with 
their own imagery. I'm wondering 
why there isn't some discussion 
about it. I believe it's a technique 
that's not safe in the hands of all 
the popular followers . To me, this 
practice of everybody projecting 
as if it were their dream is 
unethical. 

Will: Well,ifdreamworkersdid 
have the Q}21ion_of becoming cer
tified, and if one of the roles of the 
board was to provide a forum for 
complaints, then anyone who felt 
they had a complaint against any 
board-certified dreamworker 
would have an impartial vehicle 
through which they could lodge 

their complaint. Then the board 
would initiate an inquiry, giving 
the dreamworker an opportunity 
to respond and after hearing both 
sides it would decide if there had 
been a violation of the Code of 
Ethics. So if people come to a group 
and no one complains, then fine. 
Let them do that. But if someone 
feels that they were totally 
trounced upon in that or any 
dream group and felt that no one 
in that group would acknowledge 
their objections, then they would 
have another avenue to pursue. 

Ann: But who's going to give 
their time to this? I mean, you're 
suggesting something that lots of 
people don't want to put the time, 
money, energy or responsibility 
into. And the minute you set up 
this kind of an organization you've 
got to have people who will accept 
the responsibility of running it 
without pay. 

Will: Maybe so, but if certi
fication comes, it's going to involve 
this stuff. It's sort of like arguing 
back in the late 1800s whether the 
railroad should go out West. Odds 
are with this certification thing, 
it's going to go out West whether 
we want it to or not. So the question 
is, how are we going to deal with 

the consequences of that? As this 
[dream] movement grows, prob
lem situations will inevitably arise 
where people say, "I went to a 
dream group and it was a terrible 
experience." I don't want that 
happening, because that's going 
to affect the reputations of all 
dreamworkers. Then, next thing 
you know you'll pick up a news
paper and read an article about 
how dreamworkers are com
pletely unregulated and people 
are complaining and so on. So I 
can foresee some potential prob

lems that certification of 
dream-workers might solve. 

Ann: But how can you 
"certify" a dream worker? It's 
like certifying a writer. How 
can you certify something 
that's based on creative 
thinking and intuitive under
standing? This is very similar 
to the pornography situation 
in art. At what point do you 
draw the line at what should 
be shown in museums? I don't 
know. I think we just pass the 
ball back and forth and I don't 
think we make any decisions 
about it. If you have 
somebody who thinks they 
have a new idea about how to 
work with dreams and they 
propose this, they're going to 
get their audience because we 
have freedom of speech here, 

you know? 
Will: So are you saying that you 

think it would be better not to 
address the issue of certifying 
dreamworkers? 

Ann: I haven't thought this 
through. It's like certifying artists. 
How do you certify the creative 
process? 

Will: Here' s the difference to 
me. Anartistisnotdirectlydealing 
with another human being. You 
can choose to view the artwork or 
read the book or not, without 
actually having to confront the 
artist. 

Ann: So you're saying it's more 
like a doctor or a teacher. 

Will: Yeah, or maybe even more 
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like the Realtor-client relationship. 
Because we still certify doctors 
and teachers based on the belief 
that their most important 
qualifications are degrees, 
internships and so forth. And now 
peoplearebeginningtosay, "Wait 
a minute ... doctors have gotten 
out of touch with being healers. 
They've become diagnosticians 
who only deal with alleviating 
symptoms." That's why I'd like 
to see any certification of dream
workers focus exclusively on 
questions of ethics and integrity 
that have been agreed upon by 
the larger body of dream workers 
as a whole. 

Ann: This is an interesting point 
that I haven' t heard our group 
discuss. So let's put it out and see 
what kind of response it gets. 
We're trying to sort out a problem 
that's not yet formulated . 

Will: Maybe so, but I don't want 
to be sitting back and suddenly 
hear that in order to become 
certified as a dreamworker you 
have to have your Ph.D. and two 
additional years of direct study 
under the direct supervision of 
the following list of authorized 
dream workers. 

Ann: Think if we had all stopped 
with Freud. We would not have 
advanced to Jung. And if we had 
stopped with Jung we wouldn't 
have advanced to where we are 
now, seeing dreams really as the 
wisdom of the person who's 
dreaming and not coming from 
God, Freud orJung. Ifwe'regoing 
to talk about certification, I think 
thatanyoneworkingwithdreams, 
which are really hotbed s for 
powerful emotional stuff, any 
dream worker should be aware of 
the responsibility that opening up 
these problems can make. They 
should know that people ca::1 turn 
that help against the helper in 
ways that the helper may not 
imagine. And I think it might be 
useful to have some kind of a 
course that lets people know just 
what terrible things can happen 
when you try to help people. It's 

like stopping to help a victim on 
the street and then being sued for 
having moved them when they 
had a head injury that shouldn't 
have been moved. You did it out 
of the kindness of your heart and 
the emergency of the moment, but 
you may be in more trouble for 
having helped. These are the kind 
of things that strike me as more 
important than degrees. I've seen 
a lot of degreed people that I 
think are very insensitive and 
have very little understanding of 
human nature or of the delicate 
places that help people empower 
themselves. And women's think
ing is often very different than 
men's. · 

Will: One thing about a degree 
is that it is very black and white. 
It's easy to see if someone has a 
degree or not. You can just say, 
"Show me the paper .. . where's it 
from? Is it an accredited insti
tution?" But the question is 
whether that is the best way to 
identify dreamworkers who are 
helpful to their clients. 

Ann: Perhaps one needs to 
demonstrate a session in front of 
people. 

Will: But who's going to watch 
you do a session and decide 
whether or not you're doing it 
well? 

Ann: A jury of people who we 
think are good dreamworkers. 
We're instinctively drawn to 
certain kinds of people we think 
are good and we value their 
integrity. Integrity is a terribly 
important thing in this work as 
well as values. 

Will: Maybe it's my sense of 
rebelliousness or distrust of 
establishments that causes me to 
feel this way, but I am very wary 
of having specific dreamwork 
approaches sanctioned ... to pre
sent a videotape of a dream session 
that I did with someone or just sit 
in front of the board and say, 
"Okay, who's got a dream they'd 
like to work with?" and then to 
have someone decide that my 
approach is either appropriate or 
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inappropriate. I don't know 
anyone that I trust enough to do 
that. Of course, on the other hand, 
some approaches that I personally 
might not think are very good 
approaches .. . 

Ann: ... still work. 
Will: Yeah, although whether 

they work or not is also relative. 
There was an instance of a doctor 
here in Central Florida who was 
discovered to have forged cre
dentials. So the Department of 
Professional Regulations started 
calling up all his patients and 
asking them to file a complaint 
against the phony doctor. But what 
they found was that nobody 
wanted to file a complaint! They 
all loved the guy. They thought he 
was the best doctor they'd ever 
been to. In other words, there may 
be a dreamworker who is using 
an approach that I don' t think is 
worth two shakes of a stick, but 
the people they're working with 
might be getting a lot out of it. 

Ann: Okay, but that's true with 
anything. That's like faith healing 
and medicine ... 

Will: Exactly. So who is auth
orized to say who can do dream
work and who can't? That's why 
I think the only option is to say, 
"Listen, we're not going to eval
uate your dreamwork at all. All 
we're going to do is say that there 
are certain basic ethics that you 
must honor in order to be consi
dered a Board Certified dream
worker." 

Ann: I think that dreamwork in 
many ways is more midwifery 
than medical doctoring. And 
midwifery, I think in many cases, 
is more important in childbirth 
than doctoring. 

Will: That's a good point. Maybe 
we should find out what kind of 
certification is required for mid
wives. 

Ann: Maybe we should. p 

To reach Anne Sayre-Wiseman, address 
correspondence to 284 Huron Ave. 

Cambridge, MA 02138 
Will Phillips can be reached at 

PO Box607431 Orlando,FL32860 
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A Different Kind of Beast 

by Jeffery Lewis 

On Snowbank Lake 
August, 1991 

Snowbank Lake is a large, 4500 
acre, 150' deep lake which lies half-in
half-out of the Boundary Waters 
canoe Area about 18 miles east of Ely, 
MN. Snowbank is a rough translation 
of the Ojibway name which means 
"snow blown up in heaps laying 
about here and there." The lake is 
approximately heart-shaped, with a 
large island, Harry's Island, dividing 
it in half, into right and left ventricles 
and atriums. The point or bottom of 
the heart, however, is largely upside
down, pointing as it does to the 
northeast toward the depths of the 
Boundary Waters as well as Ontario's 
immense Quetico. Perhaps this up
side-down alignment helps to explain 
a powerful vision I had of the lake 
before we camped on it this summer. 
In that dream, the "water" of the lake 
consisted of...thousands, millions of 
agonized souls or consciousnesses 
... an immense reservoir of frigid, cut
off beings swirling and silently 
screaming like a William Blake 
drawing. I wondered then at what 
could be the reason for such a titanic 
body of sorrow, of grief. 

Several years ago my family and 
I stayed at a resort on Snowbank, on 
the part of it outside the Boundary 
Waters. At that time, I was impressed 
with the power of the lake, a power 
partially expressed by the dream of 
its being, consciousness. So, when my 
wife's two sisters expressed an inter
est in camping in the Boundary 
Waters on their visit this summer, I 
encouraged the choice of Snowbank 
as our entry point, both because I 
wished to fish it both literally and in 
the dream depths and because we 
could use my little six-horsepower 
motorboat to help in establishing a 
base camp for the large party which 
included a one-year-old. After cruis
ing most of the lake, we finally chose 

a camp site on the NE tip of Harry's 
Island, an island dividing the halves 
of the snowbank "heart." 

The Ejaculation 
of the Charioteer 

Pretty light night for dreams. 
A Mark Harmon ejaculation dream is 

unexplored . There would appear then 
to be a connection suggested here to 
Bundy's interest in pornography, 
which he claims was part of the 
mechanism of desire which drove 
him to his crimes. Is this that vehicle? 
The Chariot of the Beast? If so, there 
is little wonder the "bank" of the lake 
is filled with agonized, terrified soul 
beings! 

The Rape on 
Disappointment Lake 

the only way to describe it. 
(Harmon-see Herman. Herman--Old 
German: Herimann. "Army-man; 
warrior, " or Latin: Herminius, "High
ranking person.") Some sort of sex film 
apparently, involving Harmon, in a I am writing these dreams down 
dilapidated car with no hood, engine, outdoors on top of a large island in 
fenders or top, being pulled by a Disappointment Lake, a large lake 
couple of gay men who are hitched to shaped somewhat like a flattened 
the car like horses down in the wheel "N" or "M," a 140 rod portage to the 
wells. Image looks like the #7 Tarot east of Snowbank. I paddled over 
card, The Chariot which depicts a here this morning with Miriam, who 
chariot drawn by two sphinxes. Har- came without her husband, as he had 
man is nude, standing on the front to stay behind in Colorado for 
seat of this vehicle which is· nothing business reasons. I agreed to explore 
butaframe-uncircumcised though Disappointment Lake with Miriam 
not erect-as though he is what is while the rest of our party took a hike 
about to be ... ejaculated? (Ejaculate- from the outlet along Snowbank 
L. ejaculatus. pp. of ejaculari, to cast Trail. As I describe the creepy Bundy 
out, throw out.) The chariot drawn connections to the "ejaculation," the 
by the two nude guys is moving up throwing-out-of-Herman-dream, my 
an embankment. As Harmon played feelings about that scene, what I 
Ted Bundy in a made-for-TV-movie, suspect it means-the creation of a 
this semi-naive scene takes on a po- Beast, a real whizz-bang of a Beast-! 
tentially sinister light. Unlike the connect to feelings I have almost 
driver of The Chariot in the Tarot overwhelmingly strongly on this 
card, Harmon is not holding the reins island right now. I just finished a nap 
or steering this vehicle; he appears in during which I had several visions 
fact, to be drawn rather than driving carrying, raising a cargo, body of 
-drawn or driven against his will. grief combined with fear that seems 

Then images of breasts, breasts to be ... here, part of this rock, the 
being mocked, meaning they're so conscious meaning of its "disappoint-
exaggerated they mock and demean ment." As soon as I lay down beneath 
women as sexual beings. My feeling the stunted jackpines in a small 
is, however, that this is intentional needle-filled crevice atop the rock, I 
and in this case is being done by cer- began to have powerful flashes 
tain women to diminish men's inter- coming up from beneath me, from the 
est in them as sexual beings. To rock, from layers of my consciousness 
demean and diminish the sexual corresponding to the rock, the lake. 
Mysteries so they remain impen- The visions were of something being 
etrable, unexplored .... the political- raised and then the identity of 
religious reasons for the Mysteries something, _of being ra_ped. The rape 
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memory brings accompanying long
buried feelings with it, of fear; rage, 
grief and primarily. .. of violation. 

The War Scroll in the 
Creature's Claw 

The visions began with one of 
Snowbank Lake, the portion of it 
Miriam and I had just crossed, of the 
hand of a creature, a scaled, webbed 
paw of a hand much like that of the 
famous Creature from the Black 
Lagoon reaching up above the surface 
from the 150 foot deep abyss of the 
lake to hand me a scroll, perhaps 
even the tightly congealed remnants 
of one of the Dead Sea Scrolls fresh 
from its ceramic jar in a Qumran cave 
from the bottom of a dead zone. I had 
been in such a cave a night or so ago 
with just such a creature down in the 
abysmal dark of the trench off the 
north shore of the island. A creature 
resembling the creature from the 
Black Lagoon came to the shore of the 
cave-grotto to greet me saying "you 
have it much worse than me!" Now, 
this same piscatorial Virgil Brigman 
who raised the city of the abyss in the 
film, The Abyss, seemed to have raised 
an entirely different content, an en
tirely different ending from the 
Mnemosyne, the submerged Titanic 
of Memory. The War Scroll sword 
from the Frankenstein of the Lake 
proving the use of the unconscious 
creation bank to create ... .. . beasts? 

Raising the Titanic 
Grief. Grief is what I felt. Not 

grief as the way down into the deep 
structures of the male psyche sub
merged in the lake of the uncon
scious, as Robert Bly would have it in 
Iron John.1 Rather this, what I was 
feeling, was the grief I had once felt 
when those deep structures, those 
archetypes and powers were first 
submerged-sunk?-and the grief of 
those structures, parts of our being 
that were hacked off like the genitals 
of Uranus and sunk in the lake of the 
unconscious mjnd. Now, lying on the 
island in Disappointment, the same 
creature from the grotto seemed to be 
handing me the record of how the 
"male" archetypes, the deep struc
tures of the psyche in general, carne 
to be submerged in the first place? 
Yes, but more. Not only how, but 
why they were so submerged, as such 
structures and powers no longer un-

der conscious human control would 
be easily manipulatable by any one or 
any power capable of manipulating 
the human unconscious. The terrify
ing thing is any individual or society 
so manipulated would have no mem
ory, no way of knowing that it was 
being secretly governed-much as 
my ejaculation dream depicted Mark 
Harmon being drawn or driven in a 
sexual vehicle over which he had, 
has, no control. Perhaps that is the 
way Ted Bundy felt in the grip of his 
demon: ruled by impulses over which 
he had little if any control, but which 
someone or something else, other 
than Bundy, did have access to, 
control over. ... precisely for the pur
pose of creating such a beast. 
Terrible! Such manipulation, viola
tion would cause terrible grief, rage! 

anus in a stra ta of rock or the socket 
of an eye being raped, stabbed by a 
crystalline shaft. The crystalline point 
penetrates deep into the eye socket or 
anus while blood pours down around 
the spinning shaft. Eventually, the 
shaft pulls free but a crystalline fish 
.... program impressed into the point 
has been left inside, deep inside the 
brain, or the memory of this strata, 
apparently for the purpose of repro
gramming, altering the memory. 

l have great difficulty watching 
this awful violence. I have the distinct 
and uncomfortable feeling l am 
witnessing something which occur
red to me. Even as I watch, I am 
aware there are multiple connections 
here to Bly's Iron John, his reading of 
the Grimm fairy tale of the same 
name. The Iron John of the title is a 

r-----------------, hairy wildman raised from a pool or 
spring. My opinion about Bly's anal-

~ ysis is that it was done without meta
physical vision; perhaps then it is 

~I Bly's / our left eye that has been put 

The Rape of Mesabi 
And fear. The fear; the dread I 

feel as I take the scroll from the hand 
of the creature is explained by the 
next images I see. After taking the 
scroll, I watch as a rusted, bloody 
looking hulk of a srup floats up to the 
surface in the same posi tion where it 
bobs heavily upside-down. As it slogs 
to the surface, a deep draft of fear, 
dread accompanies it. The emotions 
are explained by the next flashes of 
either anal rape or the putting out of 
an eye. I am unclear because what I 
see appears to be( either) a sort of 

out? The "Iron" is suggested by the 
reddish, iron ore color of the rock. 
The hairy wildrnan suggested by 
Harry's Island, plus the wildman
creature who inhabits the Snowbank 
grotto. But, most importantly, the red 
rock suggests Mesabi, the sleeping 
giant of Indian legend. Mesabi, is the 
name for the entire Iron Range of 
Northeastern Minnesota where 
Snowbank is located. According to 
that legend, Mesabi, the Titan, is 
sleeping in the iron deposits beneath 
the surface of the land here, sort of 
like the Lord "resting" on the seventh 
day of creation. 

The Blinding of Mesabi 
In dream terms then, Mesabi 

could be viewed as "Mesabi Con
sciousness," an entire strata of con
sciousness which underlies daily 
reality and our wakjng minds, access 
to whkh would make us Titans, as in 
the Titans of Human Government, in 
tears beneath Mt. Ida on Crete in 
Dante's Inferno. If this is Mesabi 
consciousness, our very access to it is 
being blinded; a new vision program 
is being implanted into it without 
our knowledge, or even any ability to 
see it, so that "invisible forces" can 
govern us. Does this violation of our 
being, our unconscious selves, ex
plain the feelings, the grief and other 
"negative" emotions I have felt seeing 
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and experiencing this information? 
What if you cannot see this level of 
reality at all? Never know that your 
deepest centers, ability to govern 
reality I creation, are being assaulted, 
raped, reprogrammed all the time 
w hile we walk, talk, work and sleep? 
Where do these feelings, resulting 
from this violation, go? Do they 
simply dissipate? Are they not there 
simply because we cannot see or feel 
them? Because they are "unconscious"? 

According to Dante, the Titan of 
Human Government's tears are the 
source of all the rivers of Hell, the 
rivers which wind down to the deep
est pit where Satan is half-encased in 
ice carrying their loads, their freight, 
sediment of awful grief, fear, dread, 
rage, hatred. The Styx full of black 
hate, the Phlegathon full of burning 
rage: what if one of these rivers was 
flowing right into your brain? What 
if the Styx was channeled into the 
configuration of your genes at birth? 
What if the Phlegathon full of har
rowing, blazing rage poured through 
your veins every time you looked at a 
pornographic image of a woman? To 
"ride in the ark of Faith," to "walk on 
the waters" means never to see, feel or 
remember what is happening beneath 
the surface of sleep where the po
ssessed "swine" went, never to see 
the creation of the Beast beneath the 
sleep of Beauty. Never know evil. 

The Invisible Bullet 
After my "nap" on the island, I 

set about doing my notebook work 
while Miriam explored. After the 
Harmon ejaculation dream was one 
that now made more sense. In it, I 
saw a dream version of the Zapruder 
film of the Kennedy assassination. I 
saw in extreme close-up the actual 
blasting of Kennedy's head: the vio
lent impact of the bullet; the head 
thrown forward and back; the cloud 
of blood and brain. Except in this 
dream version, there's no wound, no 
blood, no flap of skull, no brain mat
ter spattering the trunk of the Contin
ental, no bullet: the mechanism of this 
assassination (of our Mesabi con
sciousness) is invisible. But even 
though invisible, the dream Kennedy 
I see assassinated is just as dead. 

What I read here now after the rape 
visions, is that I am seeing the invis
ible process by which an immensely 
gifted political figure, a potential 
"Titan" or our collective ability to 

Address corresporidericelo 
Route 1 Box 340, Minong, WI 54859 

metaphysically govern the planet 
without religion, is assassinated; the 
assassination is "written", scripted 
into the human heart, the human 
unconscious, as is the covenant of the 
New Testament... .in order to program 
and control history. If this reading is 
correct, then it can be asserted that 
this assassination and subsequent 
emotional subversion is the primary 
source of the grief and other negative 
emotions in the lake, in the deep 
structures of the psyche. The ability 
of human males, in particular, to gov
ern themselves emotionally is being 
assassinated, subverted on the Mesa
bi, the Titan levels. What I am seeing 
appears to be the curse structure 
which turns the poor Prince, in the 
legend of Beauty and the Beast, into a 
Beast in the first place. That I am see
ing this information now, not only as 
a memory, but also as an ongoing 
reality beneath my day, the daily news, 
is scary; portending, perhaps, an en
counter with precisely this curse 
structure in operation. 

Disappointment Lake 
Disappoint: To remove from office. 

So, this Kennedy, our Kennedy, 
our Titan levels of power and abil ity 
to govern creation, is dis-appointed, 
removed from his / her office ... as 
what? As president, head officer of 
the Mesabi or Atlas consciousness, of 
a world government based upon 
knowledge of and control over the 
metaphysical realms, much as was 
Osiris before his murder by his bro
ther, Seth; much as was the Isis I 
Osiris combination/marriage. When 
Osiris is dis-appointed, his body 
dismembered, Isis is never able to 
completely resurrect (re-member) 
him and he becomes the King and 
Judge of the Dead, permanently sep
arated from life, his organs of gener
ation / Creation still lost at the uncon
scious bottom of the Nile. This mur
derous dis-appointment of human 
government in the metaphysical and 
its replacement by a "divine" and 
invisible Kingdom and Will ruled by 
God is the true source of awful grief, 
experienced by both female and male, 
which Bly makes so much of in his 
Iron John analysis. Grief is the "royal 
emotional road" to these submerged 
structures because it is a dismem
bered self which is being recovered. 

The Evil Spirit 

I experience a terrific attack of 
fatigue after our visit and paddle 
up and back down Disappointment 
Lake. The day has been long, perhaps 
six or eight miles of paddling plus the 
two trips back and forth on the long 
portage but none of this superficial 
physical activity accounts for the 
depth and severity of the fatigue. Nor 
does any friction with Miriam 
account for it as we work relatively 
well together and have a modest 
amount of interest in one another. I 
wrote these dreams and visions down 
on the nice point on the island in 
Disappointment, but it all seems 
incidental to the terrible fatigue-be
coming-depression following the trip. 

I nap after falling partway into 
the lake trying to get into the motor 
boat from slippery rocks. I quickly 
associate this plummeting mood with 
the material that surfaced from Snow
bank and Disappointment . . but what 
if I hadn't seen this information? Had 
no idea where these feelings were 
coming from, other than the trip with 
Miriam or the weird conversation the 
other night about dreams? In fact, I 
seem to have a chance to see how the 
"Spear of Destiny," ala Trevor 
Ravenscroft's book by the name
regarding the occult underpinnings 
of Hitler's rise to power-actually 
works. If I had not seen my Mesabi 
body being stabbed by the spear with 
its crystalline point, I would have no 
idea how this "evil spirit" of a mood 
came to assault me; no more idea 
than Saul when he was similarly 
assaulted by the Evil Spirit the Lord 
sent to destroy him. 

I give up at about 9:30p.m. and 
go to bed. Lie there on top of the 
sleeping bag and allow the feelings 
free rein, let them go, go as deep as 
they wish. My final sense, what I come 
up with, is that a Beast, a Bundy, even 
a Hitler, all are "created" by this form 
of secret, invisible, emotional-meta
physical stabbing or rape by the 
Spear of Destiny, which implants the 
crystalline semen of a Beast role into 
the unsuspecting, unknowing side of 
a Promethean, an Atlas, a potential 
Titan liberator: I have, in fact, just 
suffered a "dose of the Beast." And 
survived to tell about it, with the 
sword intact! p 
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Editorial Policy BACK ISSUES 

We encourage readers to submit articles -prefer
ably with complementary graphics or photos- which will 

be empowering for our readers on the subjects of 
dreams and mythology. We accept articles ranging 
from experiential to scholarly accounts; techniques 

and insights on how you experience, or have 
experienced effective, creative dreamwork is wel

come for our Dream Education Section. 
We invite questions and accounts of personal 

experience involving dreams and mythology .... from 
workable methods, transformative experience ... to 

informal sharing, synchronicity, or insight gained in 
groups and therapy. 

Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are 
essential, approximately 2000 words; we prefer both 

hard copy and computer disk submissions. 
Your questions, explorations and opinions are 

invited via Letters to the Editor. 
Related sidebars and quotes are desirable. 

Reproducible black and white original art work & 
photos are welcomed; photocopies are acceptable. 

Please include SASE with submission and / or 
request for guidelines. DNJ reserves the right to edit 

all material submitted for publication. 
We invite you to 'throw out a net' for dream groups 

forming or needing new members, dream related 
research requests, and to notify us of upcoming 

dream related events or books which would be of 
interest to the readership. 

Russian Dream Networkers 

Would you like to sponsor one or more 
Russian dreamers in receiving the DN? Send $15 
per year per person for air mail postage costs and 

we will provide an annual subscription to the 
Dream Network in your name. 

Natalya Grigorieva, lST Vladimiskaya 19/1-46, MOSCOW, 
111401, USSR 

Igor Kanifolsky, Zajceva Str. 6/2 FL. 95, ST. 
PETERSBURG, 198096, USSR 

Alexi Kopalov, Nab Novikova-Priboaya, g 11 kv 16 
MOSCOW, 1231 03 USSR 

Grazhina Dilyte, Centrinis Paitas, Gedimino Pr., VILNIUS, 
232000 LITHUANIA 

Agne Matulaite, Civinskas st. 7-7, MARI]AMPOLE, 
234520, LITHUANIA 

Leonas ]udelevicius, Duksty 28-44, 232010 VILNIUS, 
LITHUANIA 

Rita Rekashyute, A. Jonyno 7-11, ALYTUS, 234580, 
LITHUANIA 

Kristina Klovaite, Taikos pr. 31-49, KAUNAS, 233009, 
LITHUANIA 

(Those in italics have been sponsored. Thank You!) 
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Dream Bridge to Russia 

Vol.8 No.2- A Synthesis of Interpretive Tech
niques > Making a Dream Mask > Working with 
Dreams & Tarot 

Vol.9 No.1 -Making Dreams Real >Shapes of the 
Future > Three Perspectives on Dream Groups 

Vol.9 No.3- Demons And Angels >Dream Healing 
> Finding Simple Guidance in Dreams >Dream as 
Higher Power> Dolphins as Dream Guides 
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NetUJorks -~--- Dream Groups 

Call for New Groups 

GROUP DREAM WORK- weekly 
sessions, donation basis. Ruth Hoppe, 

Heartspace, 432 Elizabeth St. #B , 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 

Ph: 801.583.1402 

Wichita, KS Dream Group 
Contact: Steve Carter 

7627 E. 37th N. #21 01. No fee. 
Phone: 316.636.2906 

Supportive dreamwork group forming . 
No leader, no fee . Upper West side. 

Jeanne O'Donnell, 228 W. 71 st St. 6A 
New York, NY 1 0023 
Phone: 212.496.7823 

Exploring inner worlds through lucid 
dreaming? Weekly study group. No fee . 
Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st St., 

Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V 2T3 
Phone: 416.383.5743 

Propose creating a model for 
dreamwork supporting 12-step 

programs. If interested in hosting a 
meeting in yo"-Jr area, contact WAYNE 

McEWING, 2 Melrose St. 4th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02116 Ph : 617.482.2051 

Southwest, Four Corners Area 
Contact ROBERTA OS SANA, M.A. 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Surte #22 

Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 801.259.5936 

Columbus, OH. 
Dream appreciation group. 

Meets Wed. Midday, OSU campus area. 
Contact MARGARET HORTON 

Ph: 614.885.0823 

Qreams & ~ightmares Anonymous 
DNA: a 12 Step Program like AA 

every Monday 6:30- 8PM 
Village Nursing Home, 7th Fl. Lib. 

corner W. 12th St & Hudson St. near 
Abingdon Sq. Bus Stop NYC, NY 

SANDY BRUCE Syracuse, NY 
Ph: 315.475.6361 No fee 

JOAN PASTOR 
501 0 Cherrywood Drive 
Oceanside, CA 92056 

Ph: 619.945.9767 

Dream Groups/Workshops 
Berkeley San Francisco 

Phone: 510.652.4185 

Contacts for New Dream Explorers 

NEW ENGLAND DREAMWORK 
Greater Boston I Cambridge area. 

Write Dick McLeester@ 
New Dreamtime, PO Box 92 

Greenfield, MA 01 004 
Ph: 413.772.6569 

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY 
Open To All 

who share an interest in dreams. 
1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm Patrick 

Henry Library 1 01 Maple Ave. E 
Vienna VA. Info: contact Rita Dwyer 

Ph: 703.281 .3639 No fee 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop. 
Meets every Monday night from 
7-9pm. Please call Leon B. Van 

Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 

EDITH GILMORE 
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation 

group meets monthly in my home. 
No fee 112 Minot Rd ., 
Concord, MA 01742 

Ph: 508.371.1619 

Explore Your Dreams 
Dream Group meets every other 
Tuesday 1 Oam -Noon. No fee 

ContactJudrth Picone, 
Edmonds, WA 206.745.3545 

Bay Area Lucid Dream Group 
For committed lucid dreamers of all 

levels of accomplishment and experi
ence. Monthly meetings on Sunday 

PM. No fee . Berkeley location . 
Contact Ruth Sacksteder 

Ph : 510.549.2162 

Center for Dream Creations 
Dream Training groups and education. 

Creativrty and dreams, 
shamanic dreamwork. 

Fariba Bogzaran & Daniel Deslauriens 
PO Box 170667, SF, CA 94117 

Ph: 415. 386.8994 

Dream Group 
every Thursday night 

from 7- 10 PM. 
Using astrology as a tool 

for dreamwork. 
Contact JOHN CRAWFORD 

1124 Dean Ave., San Jose, CA 
Ph: 408.275.8719 No fee 

ANN RICHARDS 
Weekly Dream Group: 

DREAMS, JUNG AND ART 
workshops, ongoing bulletin . 
SASE to 6720 Arbor Dr. #209 

Miramar, FL 33023 
Ph: 305.983.4795 

~~fM!)~Jj~ 
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 

One Year: 4 Issues Two Years: 8 Issues Three Yrs: 12 Issues 

<1> $22 Regular U.S. <1> $40 Regular U.S. <1> $60 Regular U.S. 
<I> $26 Canada, Library 

or Mexico 
<1> $32 Foreign Airmail 

<I> $48 Canada, Library 
or Mexico 

<1> $68 Canada, Library 
or Mexico 

<1> $60 Foreign Airmail <1> $90 Foreign Airmail 

All Canadian & Foreign orders, U.S. funds please. Subscriptions start with the 
issue following receipt of order. 2 & 3 year price reductions apply to gift subs. 

Name~--------------------========~ 
Address st. __ Zip ___ _ City ______ _ 

Please make checks payable to : Dream Network 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Suite #22 Moab, UT 84532 

or PHONE 1-800-345-0096 (Orders only, please) 
VISA and MasterCard Accepted 

~ • 
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Contacts for New Explorers Dream Study Associations 
(Continued) 

Exploring lucid & ESP dreams 
Contact C.D. RUSSELL 

3424 Falcon Dr. , Fort Worth TX 76119 
Ph: 817.534.8257 . 

Weekly home study group. No fee 

CLARA STEWART FLAGG. Senoi 
Dream Education . Monthly Sat. 

Workshops; ongoing groups. 11657 
Chenault St. #303 LA, CA 90048 

Ph: 213.476.8243 

THE DREAM HOUSE Re-entry 
groups and dreamwork training. 

Individual sessions and tutoring (in 
person/by phone) audiotapes , net
working . Fred Olsen , Dir. 19 Elk St . 

SF, CA 94110 No Fee 
Ph 415. 33 DREAM 

PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets 
every Wed. 7:30pm in No. Toronto 

CANADA No charge to attend 
Ph: 416.251.5164 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Group. 
Leon Van Leeuwen, 435 E. 57th St. 

New York, NY 1 0022 
Ph: 212.888.0552 

RONOTRIN 
Tue nights @ 7pm 

2601 North Old Stage Rd. # 30 
Mount Shasta, CA 96067 
Ph: 916.926.4980 No fee 

MARY FLATEN, M.A. 
Dream classes and individual 

consu~ations. 
Write 5062 Ebert Court, 
Northfield, MN 55057 

Ph: 507.663.1840 

VALERIE MELUSKEY, Ph.D 
Groups for learning about creative and 

lucid dreaming. Princeton, NJ 
Ph ; 609.921.3572 

STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID 
KEPLER MAY Drawing from dream 

interpretation & other systems. Wed . & 
Thurs .: 7:30-9pm. San Francisco, CA. 

Ph:415.327.6776 

MICHAEL KATZ 
Lucid Dreaming and beyond. 

Trans personal approaches for creative 
dreams and waking. 

Individuals and groups. 
Manhatten, NY Ph : 212.260.8371 

CYNTHIA KOHLES, M.S.W. 
Dream Group, Thursday evenings. 

No fee . Santa Rosa, California 
Ph : 707.526.2500 

Creativity Dream Workshop 
Renaissance Books 

Contact SHERRY HEALY 
8101 Main Street , 

Ellicott City, MD 21 043 No Fee 
Ph: 301 .465.001 0 or 800.235.8097 

SHIRLEE MARTIN: 
Monthly dream group in 

San Francisco. 
No fee . Phone: 415.258.9112 

SETH DREAM NETWORK 
M.E. Mang 226th Medsom 
Box 188 APO NY No Fee 

DREAM GROUP OF ATLANTA 
Contact ADRIENNE AN BINDER 

4341 Hammerstone Ct. 
Norcross, GA 30092 

Ph: 404. 446.9316 

Dreamsharing Grassroots Network 

and the Dream Switchboard 
Excellent contact information for 

newexplorers. Serving Metro 
NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas. 

For information wrrte: 
PO Box 8032 Hicksville, NY 11801 

orPh. 516.796.9455 

AsclepiadsA.H.O.A. 
Study of dreams & healing 
Membership & Information : 

NeokorosA.H.O.A. 
7200 Montgomery Blvd . Suite 148 

Albuquerque, NM 871 09 

ASSOCIATION for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership information 
ASD PO Box 1600 
Vienna, VA 22183 
Ph: 703.242.8888 

CENTER FOR THE INVESTIGATION 
& STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Information : 
ORIENTE 172 No. 243 

COL. Moctezuma Mexico 9 D.F. 15500 
MEXICO 

Dream Network Journal 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Suite 22 

Moab, UT 84532 
801.259.5936 

LUCIDITY ASSOCIATION 
8703 1 09TH ST 

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2L5 CA 

LUCIDITY INSTITUTE 
Box 2364 Stanford, CA 94309 

MONTREAL CENTER for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Newsletter Info: 
PO Box 69 Outremonst, QC Canada 

ONIROS 
French Association 

for the Study of Dreams 
Publishes a Quarterly Journal 

BP 30, 93451 lie St. Denis decex, 
France Phone: 48.20.21 .36 

ADvertising & Exposure in Dream Network 

DISPLAY ADS: Call or Write for information: 1337 Powerhouse Lane Ste 22, Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 801. 259.5936 

CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Groups, Events and Services requesting fees : 
$10 per Issue, $35 per year (4lssues); limited to 20 woras 

.50¢ per word beyond 20 words. 

('No fee ' Dream Groups and Research Projects will be listed free as a service to dreams & dream education.) 
We request of those conducting research that they provide follow-up informational articles in the Dream Network.) 

Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DN] does not endorse nor take responsibility for the contents or qualihJ 
of any ads that appear here, athough we encourage reader feedback and will discontinue ads for which we receive complaints. 
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ROSEMARY WAITS 
DREAM COUNSELOR 

Available for one-on-one counseling, 
mail-in dream analysis, telephone 

consultations, lectures and work8hops. 

Contact: 2126 Oak Drive, 
St. Louis, MO 63131 Ph: 314.432.7909 

BATIKS b y ANNE URBAN EK 
498 Andrea Court 
Moab, UT 84532 

801.259.7654 

your 'Big Dreams', those gifted for the 

SPRING '93 larger human & Earth community for a 

A booklet providing 

Resources for 
developing 

Dreamsharing 
Relationships or 
Dream Groups 

This booklet contains the Best 
from Dream Network's archives on 
ethics, how-tos and insights into 

dreamsharing with others. 

Reserve your copy now! 
Limited Edition 

$5 each + $1 P&H 
to 

Dream Network 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Ste 22 

Moab, UT 84532 

~------------~ 
GROUP DREAM WORK BY MAIL 

Dreamnet Information: $1 
Heartspace, 432 Elizabeth St. #B 

Sa~ Lake City, UT 841 02. 

THE DREAM DIARY 
by Vaughn Bean 

A comprehensive guide for 
understanding, developing and 

documenting your personal dream 
state. Discover the purpose of your 

dreams, explore ways to induce lucid 
dreaming, learn techniques to 

remember dreams and discover the 
concept of selective dreaming. Both 

informative and entertaining! 
Order now: $$18.95 

Holographic Books, P 0. Box 1 01862 
Fort Worth, TX 76185 

Sage Woman is a quarterly journal of 

women's spiritual writing and artwork. 

We are dedicated to helping women 

explore the spiritual energy within. 

Sample $6, $18/year. 

PO. Box 641 Point Arena, CA 95468 

monograph: Dreaming Humanffv's Path. 
'Mlat piece of the puzzle do you hold? 

1337 Powerhouse Lane #22. Moab, UT 84532 

Joanne Hobbs is seeking dreams of 
insects, reptiles, birds and companion 

animals .. . and unusual waking 
experiences with other species for her 

book on the interspecies bond; 
single dream images or fragments 

important also. She will personally reply 
to all who respond . Anonymity in book 
guaranteed. Write: 1724 Alberta Ave., 

San Jose, CA 95125 

Richard Ross is researching dreams 
and altered states of consciousness on 
extra-terrestrial abduction experiences 
and other dreams of related phenom

ena. Write: 5800 Sedgefield Dr., 
Austin, TX 78746 

Kelly Bulkley is researching dreams that 
are related to the 1992 Presidential election. 

5401 East View Park, Chicago, IL 60615 

COLLECTING DREAMS about loved ones 
who have died for upcoming anthology. 
Anonymity assured if requested . Send 

dream reports or requests for information to 
: Keelin 1803 SW Cable St. Portland, OR 97201 

Joe Mason is researching the relation-
ship among dreams, mythology and 

crop cricle patterns. Are dreams a key 
in unraveling the mystery? Write: 456 

Olson Court, Oakdale, CA 95361 
Phone: 209.847.6602 

I would like to correspond with anyone 
doing conscious explorations of the 

dreamscape and/or hypnagogic states 
related to the Tibetan method of lucid 
dreaming. Can we exchange inform

ation, do some "mapping," tradet~chni
ques, etc.? Write to Jan Janzen, Box 
437, Totino, B.C., Canada VOR 2ZO 

Karen Surman Paley is seeking 
dreams of multiple personalities for her 
book on healing from childhood sexual 

abuse through dreams. Anonymity 
guaranteed. Write 60 Central St. , 

Topsfield, MA 01983 

Researcher seeks White people's 
dreams about Black people and Black 
people's dreams about White people. 

Michael 0. Hill 716 King 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
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rtryfie one tliing tliat lias /(fpt me from being over{y depressed and resignee£ 
tlie one tliing tliat seems to me liopefu{ in tliese apoca{yptic visions from tlie 

unconscious, is a simu{taneous and increasing appearance of animafs: 
anima{s coming; animafs watching, animafs speaking, animafs 

wanting to {ead us; animafs undellJoing a{{ manner of transformation. 
'Io reconnect to tlie anima[ we must become aware of tlie animafs in the 

psyche, the anima{ psyche; the anima{ in things; the anima{ in art; in words; 
in poems, in dreams, the anima{ that fies between us and the other." 
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